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Extensive contributions are being made to develop intelligent agents that can

recognize and communicate with the world. In this sense, various video-language

tasks have drawn a lot of interests in computer vision research, including im-

age/video captioning, video retrieval and video question answering. It can be

applied to high-level computer vision tasks and various future industries such

as search engines, social marketing, automated driving, and robotics support

through QA / dialog generation for the surrounding environment.

However, despite these developments, video-language learning suffers from

a higher degree of complexity.

This thesis investigates methodologies for learning the relationship between

videos and free-formed languages, including explanations, conversations, and

question-and-answers, so that the machine can easily adapt to target down-

stream tasks.

First, we introduce several methods to learn the relationship between long

sentences and videos efficiently. We introduce the approaches for supervising
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human attention transfer for the video attention model, which shows the video

attention mechanism can benefit from explicit human gaze labels. Next, we

introduce the end-to-end semantic attention method, which further reduces

the visual attention algorithm’s complexity by using the representative visual

concept word detected by the attention-based detector. As a follow-up study

on previous methods, we introduce a JSFusion (Joint Sequence Fusion) method

that enables efficient video search and QA by enabling many-to-many matching

of attention model.

Next, we introduce the CiSIN(Character in Story Identification Network),

which uses Attention to increase the performance of character grounding and

character re-identification in the movie. Finally, we introduce Transitional Adap-

tation, which promotes the caption generation models to generates coherent

narratives for long videos.

In summary, this thesis presents a novel approaches for automatic video

description generation/retrieval and shows the benefits of extracting linguis-

tic knowledge for object and motion in the video as well as the advantage of

multimodal audio-visual learning for understanding videos. Since the proposed

methods are easily adapted to any video-language tasks, it is expected to be

applied to the latest models, bringing additional performance improvements.

Moving forward, we plan to design an unsupervised video learning framework

that can solve many challenges in the industry by integrating an unlimited

amount of video, audio, and free-formed language data from the web.
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Multimodal Learning, Video Understanding, Visual Question Answering

Student Number: 2015-21250
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Human vision and language are the most important channels for communica-

tion. We humans can easily connect the two domains that are the main channels

for access to knowledge. Through the mutual translation between human vision

and language, people better share their experiences, and human perception has

become inseparable from language. And the translations have played an essen-

tial role in advancing human communication.

Humans can efficiently perform a variety of tasks involving complex visual

perceptions. For example, just by watching a video, a person can point out and

explain a vast amount of detail on a video. This ability is too natural and easy

for us, but very challenging for computers. Due to the highly complex pattern

structure inherent in each domain, It is not trivial to develop methodologies that

allow the machine to connect video data and the language, enabling transla-

tion between elements of the two domains. For example, an ordinary 30-second

video can have billions of pixels and millions of sound digits. A computer must

transform these patterns of values into semantic concepts such as a “touring

Eiffel tower”, as shown in the figure 1.1.

Despite the difficulties of this work, we have seen rapid progress in the area
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This Virtual tour features the entire

Eiffel Tower …

Video 

frames

Sound

Speech

Subtitle

Eiffel Tower Paris, 

Elevator Ride Top Floor
Title

Comments

I have the sensation of having 
been able, FINALLY, to visit the 
Eiffel Tower.

This Eiffel Tower from Paris is 
really high

I can't believe this beautiful 
tower was made 130 years ago.

Video

Figure 1.1: An example for video content and various textual data.

of vision and language in recent years. Especially, various video-language tasks

have drawn a lot of interests in computer vision research [1, 2, 6], including video

captioning [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], video question answering (QA) [12, 13, 14], and video

retrieval for a natural language query [15, 11, 16, 17]. This set of problems is

impressive as one of the frontiers in artificial intelligence; beyond that, it can also

potentiate multiple practical applications, such as retrieving video content by

users’ free-form queries, helping visually impaired people understand the visual

content. Recently, a number of large-scale datasets have been introduced as a

common ground for researchers to promote the progress of video-to-language

research (e.g . [6, 18, 1, 12, 13]).

As demands for managing huge video content soar, discovering the relations

between video data and free-form natural language data becomes essential for

mutual understanding for both computer vision and natural language process-

ing. With the explosive increase in video and language data availability, it has

become important to digest various forms of linguistic data to facilitate video

understanding. As a result, various complex video-language tasks have recently

been proposed. [13, 12]

To solve such challenging video-language tasks, it is essential to learn the

relation between word and frame sequences to measure their semantic relevance

correctly. Video classification [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] can be a candidate solution,

but tagging only a few labels to a video may be insufficient to fully relate

multiple latent events in the video to a language description. Also, categorical

labels annotated with human labor cannot easily scale to large web data. It is
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important to extend the label space from discrete categorical labels to a free-

formed natural language sentence space to advance video-related applications

further.

Relation learning between video and text. Recently, the attention

mechanisms in deep neural networks are inspired by human attention that se-

quentially focuses on the most relevant parts of the information over time to

generate prediction output. The Attention-based models have recently gained

much interest as a robust deep neural network architecture in a variety of appli-

cations, including image captioning [24], action recognition [25], and machine

translation [26] to name a few. Moreover, the representation learned with recent

attention-based models [27] is visually interpretable and has the advantage of

being easy to transfer to various tasks.

This thesis investigates efficient video attention models that can solve the

various video-language tasks, including video captioning, video question answer-

ing (QA), and video retrieval. Unlike previous methods, we focus on finding out

which part of the video attention model is problematic and proposing simple and

robust architecture to resolve them. We present that multiple video-language

tasks can be successfully solved through knowledge transfer through the video

attention model proposed in each chapter.

Application of the thesis. Vision and language are the main channels

for accessing explicit knowledge of the world, not only for humans but for com-

puters. Our research is vital in correlating information across the two domains,

rather than processing independently. Our contributions make it possible to

provide human-like feedback to the computer in the form of natural language,

enabling the development of dialogue systems for various applications (e.g . mul-

timedia contents, games) and AI agents for the visually impaired.

One step forward, our work is uniquely positioned to extend the data ac-

cessibility of video deep learning models from category labels to free-formed

language data. Working towards general intelligence for robotics, autonomous
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workers will eventually require AI that understands large amounts of infor-

mation about how our world works. Fortunately, we have massive sources of

knowledge. For example, the machine can access physical knowledge about the

real world, objects, motions, and interactions with their sensors, It can also

access digital knowledge that contains a vast amount of semantic information

encoded in natural language. The billions of video data on the Internet contain

both real-world signals and linguistic information, making video language re-

search a promising bridge to give machines both physical and digital knowledge.

We firmly believe that this research allows computers to read and understand

the Internet; the largest dataset humans have.

For example, computers could watch about behavioral knowledge (e.g . cook-

ing videos on Youtube) and understand the rationale in the real world, which

can further unfold unexplained knowledge in text alone (e.g . cooking recipe on

Wikipedia). Nobody would want a robot to learn cooking through trial and

error, such as the robot accidentally making a fire during cooking, so it is a

prerequisite for the robot to understand explicit knowledge in both the video

and the language, like a human.

Each chapter in this thesis introduces various practical applications for

video. We believe that our model will lead to advances in many practical appli-

cations, including video social marketing, personal video search, video chatbot,

face detection, and re-identification. Moving forward, we expect that our work

towards learning the relation between video and free-formed language data will

lead to human-level perception modules for robot workers, personal assistant

AI agents for mixed reality, and autonomous vehicles.

1.1 Contributions

In this section, we summarize the contributions concerning the three general

goals of the thesis.

First, we point out several options for interaction between the video and
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linguistic modality, then investigate how to make the most of each other’s

strengths. We implement these findings and provide novel approaches that ex-

ceed state-of-the-art performance. Second, to facilitate research toward video-

language research, we collected new data and publicly released several datasets

combined with code and experimental results. Third, to validate the appli-

cability of the proposed approaches, we participate in LSMDC [1] challenge.

Through this, we contribute to the vision-language research community and

promote relevant research fields by sharing experimental results.

The contributions of our works can be summarized as follows:

• Solution 1. Human Attention Transfer for Video Captioning.

As a solution for efficient learning of video attention for captioning, we

propose a novel video captioning model named Gaze Encoding Attention

Network(GEAN) that efficiently incorporates spatial attention by the gaze

prediction model with temporal attention in the language decoder. To the

best of our knowledge, our work is the first to study the effect of supervi-

sion by human gaze data on attention mechanisms, especially for the task

of video captioning. We empirically show that multiple video captioning

methods’ performance increases with the spatial attention learned from

human gaze tracking data. For this, we newly collect the dataset called

VAS, consisting of 15 second-long movie clips, and corresponding multiple

descriptive sentences and human gaze tracking labels. As far as we know,

there has been no video dataset that associates with both caption and

gaze information.

This work is published in:

[28] Youngjae Yu, Jongwook Choi, Yeonhwa Kim, Kyung Yoo, Sang-

Hun Lee, Gunhee Kim. Supervising neural attention models for video cap-

tioning by human gaze data. CVPR 2017

• Solution 2. Semantic Word Attention for Video QA and Video
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Captioning. One approach to alleviate the aforementioned video atten-

tion overfitting problem, we propose a high-level concept word detector

that can be integrated with any video-to-language models. The proposed

word detector has two essential properties. First, it does not require any

external knowledge sources for training. Second, the proposed word de-

tector is trainable in an end-to-end manner jointly with any video-to-

language models. The attention model can be plugged into any models

of video captioning, retrieval, and question answering. To validate the

proposed approach’s applicability, we participate in all the four tasks of

LSMDC 2016. Our models have won three of them, including fill-in-the-

blank,multiple-choice test, and movie retrieval.

This work is published in:

[29] Youngjae Yu, Hyungjin Ko, Jongwook Choi, Gunhee Kim. End-to-

end concept word detection for video captioning, retrieval, and question

answering. CVPR 2017

• Solution 3. Joint Sequnece Fusion Attention for Multimodal Se-

quence Data. To alleviate overfitting while learning the relationship be-

tween video and language description sequences, we propose an approach

named JSFusion (Joint Sequence Fusion) that can measure semantic sim-

ilarity between any pairs of multimodal sequence data. Our idea is to

learn an effective multimodal matching network for sequence data, con-

sisting of two key components. First, the Joint Semantic Tensor embeds

the hierarchical joint representation of two sequence data, and then the

Convolutional Hierarchical Decoder computes a matching score or pre-

dicts a word as an answer to a question by discovering hidden hierarchi-

cal joint relations of two sequence modalities. Both modules leverage a

self-gating attention mechanism to promote well-matched representation

patterns while pruning out misaligned ones in a bottom-up manner. To
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validate the applicability of our JSFusion approach, especially on video

question answering and retrieval, we participate in three tasks of LSMDC

2017, and achieve the best performance with significant margins. We also

newly create a benchmark based on MSR-VTT [2] videos to test language-

to-video retrieval and multiple-choice QA tasks, on which our JSFusion

model outperforms many state-of-the-art VQA models.

This work is published in:

[30] Youngjae Yu, Jongseok Kim, Gunhee Kim. A joint sequence fusion

model for video question answering and retrieval. ECCV 2018

• Solution 4. Character Re-Identification and Character Ground-

ing for Movie Understanding

We address character grounding and re-identification in multiple story-

based videos like movies and associated text descriptions. To solve these

related tasks in a mutually rewarding way, we propose a model named

Character in Story Identification Network (CiSIN). The CiSIN model that

can jointly tackle character grounding and re-identification in both video

and text narratives. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to

jointly solve these three tasks, each of which has been addressed separately

in previous research. Our CiSIN model achieves the best performance in

the Fill-in the Characters task of LSMDC 2019 challenges. Moreover, it

achieves the new state-of-the-art results on grounding and re-identification

tasks in M-VAD Names.

This work is published in:

[31] Youngjae Yu, Jongseok Kim, Heeseung Yun, Jiwan Chung, Gunhee

Kim. Character Grounding and Re-Identification in Story of Videos and

Text Descriptions. ECCV 2020

• Solution 5. Transitional Adaptation for Visual Storytelling We

propose a novel approach named Transitional Adaptation of Pretrained
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Model (TAPM) that builds expressive and relevant story sentences from

a sequence of visual inputs (i.e. video clips or images), leveraging recent

powerful pretrained language models. The model exploits self-supervision

to harmonize the visual encoder and the pretrained language model for

vision-to-language generation tasks, which shows the effectiveness of self-

supervision in welding a visual encoder with a pretrained language model.

TAPM proposes to first train with a simpler self-supervision task to en-

courage the multi-modal modules to coordinate with each other before

training them with a more complex target objective. We evaluate TAPM

in two storytelling tasks: sequential video captioning in the LSMDC 2019

and sequential image captioning in VIST [5].

1.2 Outline of the thesis

In this section, we summarize outline of the chapters of the thesis. This thesis

is organized as follows.

In Chapter 2, we introduce previous studies that are related to the the-

sis. In Chapter 3–5, we introduce three attention-based modules that improve

video attention: Supervising human attention for video attention (Chapter 3),

Detecting concept word for semantic prior of video-language tasks (Chapter 4),

Relation learning between a pair of multimodal sequence data (Chapter 5).

In Chapter 6–7, we introduce two approaches for generating a coherent story

with multiple descriptions. Finally, We conclude this thesis in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter summarizes previous studies related to this thesis and briefly il-

lustrates how our works have improved them. we introduce previous researches

on video understanding: (i) video captioning (section 2.1), (ii) Video retrieval

with natural language (section 2.2), (iii) video question and answering (sec-

tion 2.3) and (iv) cross-modal representation learning for vision and language

tasks (section 2.4).

2.1 Video Captioning

The first direction of the thesis is concerned with translating video contents to

natural language descriptions. Video captioning is a joint task of video under-

standing and natural language generation. Our approaches to describe videos

with sentences are presented in Chapter 3, 4, 7.

Recently, video captioning has attracted much attention from computer vi-

sion and the natural language processing community. We briefly review several

representative papers on video captioning. Image and video captioning has been

actively studied, including [32, 7, 8, 9, 33, 10, 34, 7, 35, 36, 37, 38], to name a
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few. These efforts have contributed to extending the data accessibility of deep

learning models from category labels to free-form language data. Although sev-

eral early models successfully tackle video captioning based on the framework

of CRF [33], topic models [32], and hierarchical semantic models [8], recent

advances in deep neural models have led to substantial progress for video cap-

tioning.

Multimodal neural network for video captioning. Especially, multi-

modal recurrent neural network models have been exploited as a dominant

approach; some notable examples include [7, 9, 10, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. These

models adopt the encoder-decoder architecture; the encoder represents the vi-

sual content of video input via convolutional neural networks, and the decoder

generates a sequence of words from the encoded visual summary via recur-

rent neural networks. Following the success of neural models in text translation

systems [39], This easily changes the video captioning problem as a machine

translation task.

Xu et al . [24] use the attention module that sequentially focuses on dif-

ferent image regions to produce image description. Similarly, Yao et al . [35]

propose a temporal attention mechanism to dynamically summarize the visual

features. And Sequence to Sequence encoder-decoder architecture is widely ap-

plied. S2VT [10] and other following works [40, 41, 29, 42, 36, 43, 37] mostly

exploit LSTM decoders [44] to generate descriptive captions, while Transformer

networks [45] are recently adopted as an alternative language generator [46]. To

further improve the performance of the captioning model, several methods have

been proposed; Wang et al . [36] reproduce the frame features from decoding hid-

den state to enhance the quality of generated captions. More recently, there are

some studies on the object-level information to improve caption quality [43, 37].

Zhang et al . [37] use a bidirectional graph to capture temporal dynamics for

the salient objects. Hu et al . [43] use two-layers stacked LSTM as an encoder to

model object-level temporal structure. And Wang et al . [47] use reinforcement
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learning to improve video captioning quality.

Attribute word detection for captioning. there have been several at-

tempts to detect a set of attributes from visual input to boost the captioning

performance. In image captioning research, Fang et al . [48] and Wu et al . [49]

use a CNN to learn a mapping between an image and semantic attributes. Venu-

gopalan et al . [50] generate description with novel words beyond the ones in the

training set and, You et al . [51] also exploit weak labels and tags on Internet

images or train additional parametric visual classifiers for image captioning.

In the video domain, it is more ambiguous to learn the relation between

descriptive words and visual patterns. Although additional word detection has

been successful in image captioning, There have been only a few works in video

captioning; Rohrbach et al . [9] propose a two-step approach for video captioning

on the LSMDC dataset. They first extract verbs, objects, and places from movie

description and separately train SVM-based classifiers for each group. They

then learn the LSTM-based decoder that generates a text description based on

the responses of these visual classifiers, which is unable to jointly train with the

video caption decoder. In this thesis, we propose an end-to-end trainable word

detector that is transferable to other video-language tasks in Chapter 4.

Multiple description generation. To describe multiple videos, multiple

description generation tasks aim to generate a more coherent narrative for con-

secutive videos. Recently, video captioning has been extended to deal with mul-

tiple videos; some examples include multi-sentence captioning [52, 53, 54, 55],

retrieval [56, 57] dense captioning [58, 47], fine-grained captioning [59] and video

storytelling [60].

Park et al . [56, 57] integrate an entity-based local coherence model with

the conventional CNN encoder and RNN decoder to generate a coherent flow

of multiple sentences for a photo album. The task of dense video captioning,

ActivityNet Captions dataset, were introduced by Krishna et al . [58]. They uti-

lized the idea of the Deep Action Proposals network to generate event proposals.
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The idea of context-awareness was further developed by Wang et al . [47]. They

employed a Single-Stream Temporal Action proposal network (SST). Huanyu

et al . [59] propose a fine-grained video captioning model for generating detailed

sports narratives, and Gella et al . [60] introduce VideoStory dataset for gen-

erating stories from social media videos. In Chapter 7, we discuss further the

multiple description generation tasks for movie clips.

2.2 Video Retrieval with Natural Language

In this section, we discuss about retrieval methods that ground natural language

queries to video. Grounding natural language to video means finding a mapping

of natural language to the physical world. While the main focus of this thesis is

grounding language in short video, related applications can be found in robotics

and recommendation. Our approaches to retrieve videos with natural language

sentence queries are presented in Chapter 3, 5, 6.

Visual content retrieval with natural language queries has long been tackled

via joint visual-language embedding models [61, 62, 63, 64, 15, 65, 66]. In the

video domain, it is more challenging to learn latent relations between a sequence

of frames and a sequence of descriptive words, given that a video is not merely

a multiple of images due to its multimodal nature. Recently, there has been

much progress in this line of research. Several deep video-language embedding

methods [67, 15, 16, 11] has been developed by extending image-language em-

beddings [68, 69]. There are recent works focus on joint video-text embeddings

and perform video-text retrieval or captioning [70, 71, 72].

Other recent successful methods benefit from incorporating concept words as

semantic priors [73, 29], or relying on strong representation of videos like RNN-

FV [74]. Another dominant approach may be leveraging RNNs or their variants

like LSTM to encode the whole multimodal sequences (e.g . [15, 74, 73, 29]).

Dong et al . [75] exploits global, local and temporal patterns in both videos

and sentences. They apply the video retrieval with natural language task to
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zero-example video retrieval.

Miech et al . [76] proposed a mixture of pretrained experts approach to learn

text-video. Especially, CE [77] aggregate information from pretrained multi-

modal experts with a gating mechanism. Recently, multimodal transformer used

for efficient paragraph-video retrieval [78].

There has been recent advances in temporal localization of natural language

query in videos [79, 80, 17]. The temporal localization models identify a time

window given a natural language query. Because the temporal location must be

identified, the localization task is generally more difficult than video retrieval.

In this thesis, we share the goals of this line of works and address joint

representation learning for video-retrieval, but develop novel techniques in the

neural networks modeling that are advantageous for transferring representation

to several other video-related tasks. In addition, we also tackle the multimodal

co-reference problem, which requires the algorithm to both detect face regions

and text reference of characters in the narratives in Chapter 6.

2.3 Video Question and Answering

Video Question and Answering (VQA) task aims to learn a model that un-

derstands audiovisual content in video and finds their associations with pairs

of questions and answers in the natural language form. In this thesis, our ap-

proaches on video VQA are presented in Chapter 4, 5, 6.

VQA is a relatively new problem domain at the intersection of computer

vision and natural language research [81, 82, 83]. VQA is first introduced by

Malinowski et al . [81] and became popularized by Antol et al . [82].

Most existing VQA datasets are image-centric, e.g ., DAQUAR [81], VQA [82],

Visual Madlibs [84], COCO-QA [85], and Visual7W [86], CLEVR [87], VQA2.0 [83],

and Visual Dialog [88], which all address image-based VQA. DAQUAR [81]

provides three types of questions, type, color, and count from images of indoor

scenes. The VQA [82] dataset is based on freeform and open-ended question-
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answer pairs and is based on images from the MS-COCO dataset. Visual Dialog

dataset [88] focuses on context-based VQA by providing conversational dialog

data regarding visual content. Image VQA creates challenges of understand-

ing the relationship between objects, which sometimes requires commonsense

reasoning [89].

Thanks to the rapid progress in video understanding [90, 91, 92], video QA

is getting more attention.

Recently, large-scale video QA datasets have been recently emerged from

the community using crowdsourcing on various sources of data (e.g . movies

for MovieQA [12], animated GIFs for TGIF-QA [13] and TV drama series for

TVQA [14] ). As the most representative of large-scale video data sets, there

have been some recent efforts to create video QA datasets based on movie De-

scriptive Video Service (DVS) dataset. Rohrbach et al . [1] extend the LSMDC

movie description dataset to the VQA domain, introducing several new tasks

such as multiple-choice [15] and fill-in-the-blank [93]. Similarly, Tapaswi et al .

[12] released MovieQA. They use the plot synopses of the movies to create Video

question and answer pairs. The dataset provides various data such as plots, sub-

titles and DVS for the movie clip. There have been some recent efforts to create

video VQA datasets based on cartoons or gameplays. Cartoon-based data set

PororoQA [94] provides multiple-choice visual QA from a simple cartoon story.

Comic-based VQA is a less complex video environment. Therefore, it is rela-

tively easy for the model to learn spatio-temporal relations. MarioQA [95] uses

synthetically recorded videos from Super Mario’s gameplay. The dataset pro-

vides counting, state, and event-centric type questions that require temporal

reasoning to answer.

TGIF-QA [13] contains visual content with cohesive visual stories in various

types of web videos (e.g.movies, games, TV shows, or animations). They solve

multiple action related problems with a model that understands visual content

at region-level details and finds their associations with pairs of questions and
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answers in the natural language form. TVQA [14] is a large-scale video QA

dataset based on 6 TV shows. TVQA aims to utilize both visual and language

information from video clips. They also provide ground-truth for localization

to solve the given question.

Our proposed models can be easily applied to the various video VQA tasks

mentioned above. In this thesis, we focus on tackling movie-based video VQA

tasks.

2.4 Cross-modal Representation Learning for Vision

and Language Tasks

Multiple modalities in the video, such as audio, motion, and speech, provide a

great source of representation learning. They commonly pretrain vision-language

representations using self-supervision, capable of training large amounts of data

without labels. Large-scale datasets of paired video clips and text [96] can be

easily collected on the web. Aytar et al . [97] proposes synchronization to learn

rich representations across vision, sound, and language.

Recently, pretrained language models, such as ELMo [98], BERT [27], RoBERTa [99]

and ALBERT [100], led a breakthrough in NLP tasks. The recent success can

be summarized in two factors. The pretrained models achieved strong general-

ization performance by using effective pretraining on large-scale datasets and

learning contextual text representations using Transformer [45].

There have been novel works leading this success into the areas of vision

and language. There has recently been soaring attention on the self-supervised

learning for cross-modal task by pretraining on large-scale image and text pairs.

Based on variants of transformer architecture [45], recent BERT based mod-

els [101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107] extend the text-based BERT [27] to build

bidirectional modeling between videos and captions. When transferred to the

vision and language tasks, their pretrained representation generally improves fi-
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nal performance further. They commonly train visual components while relying

on a language-pretrained BERT.

As an extension to BERT [27], which is widely used in the field of language

modeling, VisualBERT [102] and VL-BERT [104] uses the variants of trans-

former architecture [92] to encode visual components. A single Transformer is

applied to both images and text. LXMERT [101] and ViLBERT [103] pretrain

two transformers on visual and language streams on various tasks including

masked cross-modal language model objectives. The two-stream transformers

are fused by a multimodal transformer in a later stage. The cross-modal self-

supervised objective enhances the relation learning between visual and language

modalities. LXMERT is extended later with adaptive sparse attention [108].

Similarly, cross-modal objectives are widely adopted by other concurrent

works. UNITER [109] and Unicoder-VL [107] utilizes masked LM, masked ob-

ject classification, and visual-linguistic matching as its pretraining objectives,

and CMR [110] models the relevance between the textual entities and visual

entities.

For video stream, VideoBERT [105], CBT [106], and ActBert [111] focus

on self-supervised pretraining on a large set of paired video clips and texts to

learn joint video-text representation. VideoBERT [105] trains a transformer for

video-language tasks using vector quantization to categorize videos into discrete

tokens, and CBT [106] replaces the softmax loss of BERT with noise contrastive

estimation. They are designed to learn a joint distribution over video frame

features and linguistic tokens from video-text pairs.

These approaches aim to learn powerful pretrained representations for vision

and language tasks. On the other hand, we propose new methods that adapt

the pretrained representations to the target cross-modal generation tasks (i.e.

visual storytelling [5, 4] and character prediction tasks [4]. On top of recent

progress, our methods on Chapter 6 and 7 adapt the trained representations

on language models to the target cross-modal generation tasks.
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In summary, in this thesis, we adopt the end-to-end learning approach and

propose new deep neural network architectures for the tasks of video caption-

ing, video retrieval with natural language, and video question and answering.

(Chapter 3 - 7) In addition, transferring the pretrained backbones from cross-

modal representation learning objectives could further improve the final perfor-

mance of the video tasks mentioned above. (Chapter 5 - 7) As a result, our

models outperform previous works due to the benefits of transfer learning and

end-to-end training from large-scale movie video description datasets such as

LSMDC [112] and MSR-VTT [2].
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Chapter 3

Human Attention Transfer for
Video Captioning

3.1 Introduction

The attention models are loosely inspired by visual attention mechanism of

humans, who do not focus their attention on the entire scene at once, but

instead sequentially adjust the focal points on different parts of the scene over

time. Its key idea is to sequentially focus on the most relevant subsets of the

input to generate each piece of the output.

Although the attention models simulate human’s attention, surprisingly

there have been few trials to explicitly incorporate human gaze tracking labels

to supervise the attention mechanism. Usually attention models are trained in

an end-to-end manner, and thus attention weights are implicitly learned. In

this paper, we aim at investigating whether the explicit human gaze labels can

better guide attention models and eventually enhance their prediction perfor-

mance. We focus on the task of video captioning, whose objective is to generate

a descriptive sentence for a given video clip. We choose the video captioning

because the attention mechanism may have more room to play a role in sum-
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marizing a sequence of frames that may contain too much information for a

short output sentence. It is worth noting that our objective is not to replace

existing video captioning methods for every use case, given that acquisition of

human gaze data is expensive. Instead, we study the effect of supervision by

human gaze for attention mechanism, which has not been discussed in previous

literature.

We collect a new dataset named VAS (Visual Attentive Script), consisting

of movie videos of 15 seconds long, with multiple descriptive sentences and gaze

tracking data. For pretraining and evaluation of models, we also leverage large-

scale caption-only LSMDC dataset [1] and gaze-only Hollywood-2 eye movement

dataset [113, 114].

In order to explicitly model the gaze prediction for sentence generation,

we propose a novel video captioning model named Gaze Encoding Attention

Network (GEAN). The encoder generates pools of visual features depending

on not only content and motion in videos, but also gaze maps predicted by

recurrent gaze prediction (RGP) model. The decoder generates word sequences

by sequentially focusing on the most relevant subsets of the feature pools.

Through quantitative evolution via language metrics and human assessment

via Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), we show that human gaze indeed helps

improve the video captioning accuracy of attention models. One promising re-

sult is that our model learns from a relatively small amount of gaze data from

VAS and Hollywood2 datasets, and improves the captioning quality on LSMDC

dataset with no gaze annotation. Potentially, we could leverage gaze informa-

tion in a semi-supervised way, and apply domain adaptation or transfer learning

to boost the performance further.

To conclude the introduction, we highlight major contributions of this work

as follows.

(1) To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to study the effect

of supervision by human gaze data on attention mechanisms, especially for the
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task of video captioning. We empirically show that the performance of multiple

video captioning methods increases with the spatial attention learned from

human gaze tracking data.

(2) We collect the dataset called VAS, consisting of 15 second-long movie

clips, and corresponding multiple descriptive sentences and human gaze tracking

labels. As far as we know, there has been no video dataset that associates with

both caption and gaze information.

(3) We propose a novel video captioning model named Gaze Encoding At-

tention Network (GEAN) that efficiently incorporates spatial attention by the

gaze prediction model with temporal attention in the language decoder. We

demonstrate that the GEAN achieves the state-of-the-art performance for both

gaze prediction and video captioning not only in our VAS dataset but also in

the standard datasets (e.g . LSMDC dataset [1] and Hollywood-2 [114]).

Related work.

Image and video captioning has been actively studied in recent vision and

language research, including [32, 7, 8, 9, 33, 10, 34] Although several early mod-

els successfully tackle video captioning based on the framework of CRF [33],

topic models [32], and hierarchical semantic models [8], recent advances in deep

neural models have led substantial progress for video captioning. some notable

examples include [7, 9, 10, 34]. These models adopt the encoder-decoder ar-

chitecture; the encoder represents the visual content of video input via convo-

lutional neural networks, and the decoder generates a sequence of words from

the encoded visual summary via recurrent neural networks. Among papers in

this group, [35] and [54] may be the most closely related to ours, because they

are also based on attention mechanisms for caption generation. Compared to

all the previous video captioning methods, the novelty of our work is to lever-

age the supervision of attention using human gaze tracking labels. Moreover,

our experiments show that such gaze information indeed helps improve video

captioning performance.
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Table 3.1: Statistics of our novel VAS, caption-only LSMDC, and gaze-only

Hollywood2 EM datasets.

# videos
# sentences Vocabulary Median length # gaze data

# subjects
(per video) size of sentence (per video)

VAS 144 4,488 (31) 2,515 10 1,488 (10–11) 31

LSMDC [1] 108,470 108,536 (1–2) 22,898 6 – –

Hollywood2 EM [113, 114] 1,707 – – – 27,312 (16) 16

3.2 Video Datasets for Caption and Gaze

We use three movie video datasets, including (i) caption-only LSMDC [1], and

(ii) gaze-only Hollywood2 EM (Eye Movement) [113, 114], and (iii) our newly

collected VAS dataset with both captions and gaze tracking data. Since the

LSMDC and Hollywood2 EM are more large-scale than our VAS, they are

jointly leveraged for pretraining. Table 3.1 summarizes some of basic statistics

of the datasets.

LSMDC. The LSMDC dataset [1] is a combination of recently published

two large-scale movie datasets, MPII-MD [112] and M-VAD [115]. It consists

of 108,470 clips in total, and associates about one sentence with each clip. The

text is obtained from the descriptive video service (DVS) of the movies. The

clips of MPII-MD and and M-VAD are sampled from 72 and 92 commercial

movies, and have lengths of 3.02 and 6.13 seconds long, respectively.

Hollywood2 EM. Hollywood2 dataset [113] is originally proposed for ac-

tion recognition of 12 categories from 69 movies. Later [114] collects eye gaze

data from 16 subjects for all 1,707 video clips, using the SMI iView X HiSpeed

1250 eye tracker.

VAS. The Visual Attentive Script (VAS) dataset includes 144 emotion-

eliciting clips of 15 seconds long. For each video clip, we collect multiple tracking

data of subjects’ gazes and pupil sizes using EyeLink 1000 plus eye tracker.

We invite 30 subjects, each of whom generates eye gaze data for 48 clips. We
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first conduct a familiarity survey to exclude subjects from watching clips with

which they familiar. Statistically, such case was 5.04%. We let subjects to freely

watch a video clip to record gaze tracking, and then request to describe it in

three different sentences (i.e. one general summary sentence, and two focused

sentences on storyline, and characters and background). Since clips are sampled

from commercial movies, we observe rather stable gaze tracking across subjects.

Also, a 15 sec clip often includes much content; it can be easier for subjects to

resolve their understanding with different aspects of short sentences. In many

cases, the three sentences are strongly correlated one another.

3.3 Approach

We propose Gaze Encoding Attention Networks (GEAN), as shown in Fig.3.1.

We first extract three types of CNN features for scene, motion, and fovea per

frame (section 3.3.1). The recurrent gaze prediction (RGP) model learns from

human gaze to decide which parts of scenes to be focused (section 3.3.2). The

encoder creates feature pools using content and motion in a video with spatial

attention guided by the RGP model (section 3.3.3). The decoder produces a

word sequence by sequentially focusing on the most relevant subsets of the

feature pools (section 3.3.4).

3.3.1 Video Pre-processing and Description

We equidistantly sample one per five frames from a video, to reduce the frame

redundancy and memory consumption while minimizing loss of information.

We denote the number of video frames as N . We extract three types of video

features (i.e. scene, motion, and fovea features), all of which have dimensions

of 1, 024. (1) Scene: To present a holistic view of each video scene, we extract

the scene description from the pool5/7x7s1 layer of GoogLeNet [116] that is

pretrained on Places205 [117] dataset. Each input frame is scaled to 256× 256,

and center-cropped to a 227 × 227 region. (2) Motion: We extract spatio-
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temporal motion representation from the conv5b layer (i.e. R7×7×1,024) of the

pretrained C3D model [92]. For each frame, we input a sequence of previous 16

frames to the C3D model. The input frames are scaled to 112×112. (3) Fovea:

We extract the frame representation that is later weighted by spatial attention,

from the inception5b layer (i.e. R7×7×1,024) of GoogLeNet [116] pretrained on

ImageNet dataset [118]. The input frames are scaled to 227×227 without center-

cropping to ensure that peripheral regions are not cropped out. We defer the

details of how the spatial attention weights on these features to section 3.3.3.

To build a dictionary, we first tokenize all words except punctuation from

LSMDC and VAS datasets, using wordpunct tokenizer of the NLTK tool-

box [119]. We perform lowercasing and retain rare words to reserve the origi-

nality of caption datasets. Finally, we obtain a unified dictionary with a size of

V = 23, 453 words. In captions, we replace proper nouns like characters names

by SOMEONE token.

3.3.2 The Recurrent Gaze Prediction (RGP) Model

The goal of the RGP model is to predict a gaze map per frame of an input

video, after learning from human gaze tracking data. The output gaze map

gτ at frame τ is defined as a `1-normalized (49 × 49) matrix that indicates a

probability distribution of where to attend in a 49 × 49 grid. We design the

RGP model built upon GRUs (Gated Recurrent Units) [120, 121], followed by

three layers of convolution transpose (i.e. deconvolution), a single convolution,

and an average-pooling layer.

Fig.3.1.(b) shows the structure. We choose GRUs since they are empirically

superior to model long-term temporal dependency with less parameters. Since

we deal with a frame sequence, we use a variant of GRUs (i.e. GRU-RCN

in [120]), which replaces fully-connected units in the GRU with convolution

operations:
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zτ = σ(Wz ∗ xτ + Uz ∗ hτ−1), (3.1)

rτ = σ(Wr ∗ xτ + Ur ∗ hτ−1), (3.2)

h̃τ = tanh(W ∗ xτ + U ∗ (rτ � hτ−1)), (3.3)

hτ = (1− zτ )hτ−1 + zτ h̃τ , (3.4)

where σ is a sigmoid function, ∗ denotes a convolution, and � is an element-wise

multiplication. The input xτ at frame τ is the C3D motion feature discussed in

section 3.3.1, projected to (7 × 7 × 512) by a linear transformation (i.e. 1 × 1

convolution). hτ , zτ , and rτ denote the hidden state, update gate, and reset gate

at τ , respectively, whose dimensions are all (7 × 7 × 128). Model parameters

W∗ and U∗ are 2D-convolutional kernels with a size of k1 × k2 × Ox × Oy,

where k1 × k2 is the convolutional kernel size, and Ox and Oy are input and

output channel dimensionality. We set k1 = k2 = 3 as a kernel size. By using

k1 × k2 spatial kernels, the gates h̃τ (i, j), zτ (i, j), and rτ (i, j) at location (i, j)

depend on both local neighborhood of input xτ and the previous hidden state

hτ−1. Thus, the hidden recurrent representation hτ can fuse a history of 3D

convolutional motion features through time while keeping spatial locality. We

then apply a sequence of three convolution transposes, a single convolution, and

a softmax to hτ , to obtain a (49× 49) predicted gaze map gτ . Fig.3.1.(b) also

presents dimensions and filter sizes for each layer operation.

3.3.3 Construction of Visual Feature Pools

We construct three types of feature pools using the features of scene, motion,

and fovea discussed in section 3.3.1. The first feature pool denoted by {vτs}Nτ=1

is a simple collection of scene features for each frame, where τ is the frame index

from 1 to N . For the next two feature pools, we use the gaze map information

as spatial attention weights. Its underlying rationale is that human perceives

focused regions in a high visual acuity with more neurons, while peripheral
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the proposed Gaze Encoding Attention Network (GEAN)

architecture. After extracting three types of CNN features per frame, the encoder

generates pools of visual features using content and motion in videos, weighted by

the spatial attention that the recurrent gaze prediction (RGP) model generates. The

decoder generates word sequences by sequentially focusing on the most relevant subsets

of the feature pools. In the RGP model, we present filter sizes inside boxes, and output

dimensions next to arrows.

scene fields in a low resolution with less neurons [122]. Roughly simulating such

mechanism occurring in a focused foveal zone in human’s retina, we obtain

a spatial attention map ατ ∈ R7×7 by average-pooling gτ ∈ R49×49 with a

(7 × 7) kernel, and adding a uniform distribution with a strength of λ. Our

empirical finding is that adding a uniform distribution leads to better perfor-

mance; relying on only a very focused region can be risky to ignore too much

relevant parts in the scene. We use λ = 0.6 via cross validation. Finally, we

`1-normalize ατ to yield a probability map. Next we define the motion and

fovea feature pools (i.e. {vτm}Nτ=1 and {vτf}Nτ=1) as follows. We compute each

vτm / vτf at frame τ as a weighted sum of element-wise dot-product between ατ

and the motion/fovea features, both of which have dimension of (7×7×1, 024)

as presented in section 3.3.1. For example, each vτm ∈ R1,024 is computed as

vτm(k) =
∑7

i=1

∑7
j=1α

τ (i, j)f τm(i, j, k), where f τm is the C3D conv5b motion

feature at frame τ .
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We then set the maximum lengths of pools denoted by Nmax for scene,

motion, and attention features to 20, 35, and 35 respectively, based on the

average length of video clips. If N < Nmax, we repeat padding again from the

feature of the first frame; otherwise, we uniformly sample frames to be fit to the

limit length. We use a smaller pool size P for the scene, because its variation

across a clip is smaller than other feature types. We remind that all pooled

features have a dimension of 1, 024.

3.3.4 The Decoder for Caption Generation

Our decoder for caption generation is designed based on the soft attention

mechanism [26], which has been also applied in video captioning applications

(e.g . [35, 54]). Thus, the decoder sequentially generates words by selectively

weighting on different features in the three pools at each time. As shown in

Fig.3.1, the decoder consists of a temporal attention module, an attention GRU,

an aggregation layer, and a multimodal GRU.

Temporal attention module. For each feature pool {vτ}τ , we compute a

set of attention weights {{β1τ}τ , · · · , {βLτ }τ} such that
∑N

τ=1 β
t
τ = 1 at each time

step t, where N is the length of each visual pool, and L is the output sentence

length. Here t indicates the step for a output word sequence; it is different with

τ in previous section, which means the frame index. Thus for each word t, the

distribution {βtτ}τ determines the temporal attention. Since we have three sets

of visual pools {vτs,m,f}τ , we also have three sets of attention weights {β}. We

let the attention mechanism for each pool to be independent; we below drop the

subscript s,m, f for simplicity. We compute a single aggregated feature vector

ut ∈ R1,024 by β-weighted averaging on all the features {vτ}τ in each pool:

ut =
τ∑
i=1

βtτv
τ , where βtτ =

exp(qtτ )∑
τ ′ exp(qtτ ′)

, (3.5)

qtτ = w>φ(Wqv
τ + Uqh

t−1
att + bq), (3.6)
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where each attention weight βtτ is obtained by applying a sequential softmax

to scalar attention scores {qtτ}τ . The parameters includes w ∈ R64×1, Wq ∈

R64×1,024, Uq ∈ R64×512 are shared for each feature pool at all time steps. The

activation φ is a scaled hyperbolic tangent function (i.e. stanh(x) = 1.7159 ·

tanh(2x/3)), and ht−1att ∈ R512 is the previous hidden state of the attention

GRU, which will be discussed below.

Attention GRU. Our attention GRU has the same form with the normal

GRU [121] as follows:

ztatt = σ(Wzx
t
att + Uzh

t−1
att + bz), (3.7)

rtatt = σ(Wrx
t
att + Urh

t−1
att + br), (3.8)

h̃tatt = tanh(Whx
t
att + Uh ∗ (rtatt � ht−1att )), (3.9)

htatt = (1− ztatt)� ht−1att + ztatt � h̃tatt. (3.10)

The input xtatt is an embedding of the previous word: xtatt = Bwt−1, where wt−1

is a V × 1 one-hot vector, and B ∈ R512×V is a word embedding parameter.

The hidden state representation htatt is input to both the temporal attention

module and the aggregation layer: That is, it influences not only the attention

on the feature pools but also the generation of a next probable word.

Aggregation layer. Note that the attention feature vectors in Eq.(3.5) are

obtained for each channel of scene, motion, and fovea separately: uts, utm, and

utf , which are then fed into the aggregation layer.

qt = φ(([Ws
gu

t
s ‖Wm

g utm ‖Wf
gu

t
f ] + bg)�Ugh

t
att) (3.11)

where ‖ denotes the vector concatenation, and parameters include Ws
g ∈ R256×1,024,

Wm
g ∈ R256×1,024, Wf

g ∈ R512×1,024, bm ∈ R1,024×1 and Ug ∈ R1,024×512. We

apply a dropout regularization with a rate of 0.5 to the aggregation layer, which

mixes each feature channel representation with previous word information via

the hidden state htatt of the attention GRU. It then outputs a vector qt ∈ R1,024,

based on which the multimodal GRU generates a next likely word.
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Multimodal GRU. The multimodal GRU has the same structure with

the attention GRU with only difference that input xtm is a concatenation of the

output of the aggregation layer and the previous word embedding: [qt,Bwt−1] ∈

R1,536. That is, the multimodal GRU couples attended visual features with

embedding of the previous word. The hidden state htm is fed into a softmax

layer over all the words in the dictionary to predict the index of a next word:

p(wt | w1:t−1) = softmax(Wouth
t
m + bh), (3.12)

where parameters include Wout ∈ RV×512 and bh ∈ RV×1. We use a greedy

decoding scheme to choose the best word wt that maximizes Eq.(3.12) at each

time step.

Spatial and temporal Attention. The proposed GEAN model leverages

both spatial and temporal attention. The spatial attention is used for gen-

erating feature pools that are weighted by gaze maps predicted by the RGP

model. The temporal attention is used for selecting a subset of feature pools for

word generation by modules in the decoder. By sequentially running the two

attentions, we can significantly reduce the dimensionality of spatio-temporal

attention compared to other previous work (e.g . [123, 54]), which allows us to

train the model with fewer training data. Moreover, it also resembles human’s

perceptual process that is initially sensitive to visual stimuli, and then creates

words using the memory about visual experience.

3.3.5 Training

We first train the RGP model, and then learn the entire GEAN model while

fixing parameters of the RGP model. This two-step learning leads to better

performance than allowing parameter update.

Training of the RGP model. We obtain groundtruths of gaze maps

from human gaze tracking data in the training sets of VAS and Hollywood2.

Following [114], we first build a (49 × 49) binary fixation map from raw gaze
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data, and then apply Gaussian filtering with σ = 2.0 and `1-normalization

to obtain a (49 × 49) groundtruth gaze map, which can be seen as a valid

probability distribution of eye fixation. We use the averaged frame-wise cross-

entropy loss between predicted and GT gaze maps. We minimize the loss with

Adam optimizer [124], with an initial learning rate of 10−4. To reduce overfitting

further, we use data augmentation of image mirroring.

Training of the GEAN model. We limit the maximum length L of train-

ing sentences to 80 words. We use the cross-entropy loss between predicted and

GT words with `2-regularization to avoid overfitting. We use orthogonal random

initialization for two GRUs, and Xavier initialization [125] for convolutional and

embedding layers. We use Adam optimizer [124] with an initial learning rate of

10−4.

3.4 Experiments

We first validate the performance of the recurrent gaze prediction (RGP) model

for gaze prediction in section 3.4.1 We then report quantitative results of human

gaze supervision on the attention-based captioning in section 3.4.2. Finally, we

present AMT-based human assessment results for captioning quality in section

3.4.3.

For evaluation, we randomly split VAS dataset into 60/40% as training and

test sets. For LSMDC and Hollywood2 dataset, we use the split provided by

original papers [1] and [114], respectively.

3.4.1 Evaluation of Gaze Prediction

We evaluate gaze prediction performance by measuring similarities between the

predicted and groundtruth (GT) gaze maps of test sets. We follow the evaluation

protocol of [127, 114, 126]. Each algorithm predicts a (49×49) gaze map for each

frame, to which we apply Gaussian filtering with σ = 2.0. We then upsample

it to the original frame size using bilinear interpolation. The GT gaze map is
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Table 3.2: Evaluation of gaze prediction on the VAS and Hollywood 2 dataset.

VAS Hollywood2 EM

Metrics Sim CC sAUC AUC Sim CC sAUC AUC

ShallowNet [126] 0.361 0.407 0.498 0.821 0.369 0.433 0.501 0.855

ShallowNet+GRU 0.338 0.414 0.495 0.856 0.350 0.438 0.508 0.884

C3D+Conv 0.347 0.399 0.643 0.860 0.445 0.561 0.663 0.907

C3D+GRU 0.344 0.425 0.507 0.861 0.466 0.554 0.570 0.909

RGP (Ours) 0.483 0.586 0.702 0.912 0.478 0.588 0.682 0.924

Table 3.3: Gaze prediction results in terms of AUC for Hollywood2 dataset.

Method Random Uniform Central Bias [114] SF+MF+CB [114] Human [114] RGP (Ours)

AUC 0.500 0.840 0.871 0.936 0.924

(a) (b)

Frame

GT

RGP
(Ours)

ShallowNet

(c)

Figure 3.2: Examples of gaze prediction for video clips of Hollywood2 in (a–b)

and VAS in (c). In each set, we show five representative frames of the clip, along

with GTs and predicted gaze maps predicted by different methods.

obtained by averaging multiple subjects’ fixation points, followed by a Gaussian

filtering with σ = 19. After min-max normalization of predicted and GT gaze

maps in a range of [0,1], we compute performance metrics averaged over all

the frames of each test clip. The performance measures include the similarity

metric (Sim), linear correlation coefficient (CC), shuffled AUC (sAUC) and

Judd implementation of AUC (AUC), whose details can be found in [128]. To

compare with the results in [114], we follow the evaluation procedure of [114];

we uniformly sample 10 sets of 3,000 frames from test video clips, and report

averaged performance.
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Baselines. The ShallowNet [126] is one of the state-of-the-art methods for

saliency or fixation prediction. Since it is designed for images not for videos, we

test two different versions; we separately apply it to individual frames, denoted

by (ShallowNet), and integrate it with the GRU [121] for sequence prediction,

denoted by (ShallowNet+GRU). We also experiment two variants of our model

to validate the effects of the recurrent component; (C3D+Conv) is our (RGP)

excluding the GRU-RCN part, and (C3D+GRU) replaces the recurrent structure

with vanilla GRU.

Quantitative results. Table 3.2 reports gaze prediction results of multiple

models on VAS and Hollywood2 EM datasets. The variants of ShallowNets do

not accurately capture human gaze sequences, and even with the recurrent

model of (ShallowNet+GRU). Thanks to the representative power of the C3D

motion feature and effectiveness of our recurrent model, the proposed (RGP)

model significantly outperforms all the baselines in all evaluation metrics with

large margins.

Another advantage of the RGP model is that it needs relatively fewer pa-

rameters compared to other baselines, being beneficial for integrating with video

captioning models without a risk of overfitting. Table 3.3 compares our results

with the best results of Hollywood2 reported in [114] in terms of the AUC

metric. Our AUC of 0.924 is significantly higher than the best reported AUC

of 0.871 in [114], only slightly worsen than the human level of 0.936. For VAS

evaluation, we train models using the combined training set from VAS and

Hollywood2, because the VAS dataset size is relatively small. For Hollywood2

evaluation, we use Hollywood2 training data only to fairly compare with the

results of [114].

Qualitative results. Fig.3.2 presents comparison of gaze prediction results

between different methods and GTs on VAS and Hollywood2 datasets. While

the baselines, including (ShallowNet) and (ShallowNet+GRU), do not correctly

localize the gaze point with a bias toward the center. On the other hand, our
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Table 3.4: Evaluation of video captioning with or without the RGP model for

VAS and LSMDC datasets. For language metrics, we use BLEU (B), METEOR

(M), ROUGE (R), and CIDEr (Cr), in all of which higher is better.

Dataset VAS LSMDC

Language metrics B1 B2 B3 M R Cr B1 B2 B3 M R Cr

No spatial attention by gaze maps (i.e. without RGP Model)

Temp-Attention [35] .139 .049 .028 .039 .124 .035 .082 .028 .009 .043 .117 .047

S2VT+VGG16 [10] .241 .091 .051 .068 .195 .060 .162 .051 .017 .070 .157 .088

S2VT+GNet [10] .233 .088 .043 .069 .189 .058 .142 .041 .015 .065 .153 .083

h-RNN+GNet+C3D [54] .255 .099 .038 .067 .181 .055 .128 .038 .011 .066 .156 .070

GEAN+GNet .259 .102 .041 .068 .196 .057 .154 .050 .016 .067 .153 .091

GEAN+GNet+C3D .264 .105 .042 .070 .201 .058 .166 .050 .018 .068 .154 .095

GEAN+GNet+C3D+Scene .274 .118 .046 .075 .211 .080 .166 .050 .018 .069 .157 .084

Spatial attention by RGP predicted gaze maps (i.e. with RGP Model)

Temp-Attention [35] .147 .049 .029 .046 .149 .048 .085 .028 .011 .046 .121 .057

S2VT+GNet [10] .268 .101 .044 .073 .199 .069 .131 .038 .013 .066 .153 .080

h-RNN+GNet+C3D [54] .273 .101 .045 .073 .196 .073 .146 .046 .017 .067 .151 .074

GEAN+GNet .282 .119 .049 .077 .209 .075 .152 .051 .016 .068 .152 .081

GEAN+GNet+C3D+Scene .306 .125 .049 .084 .229 .084 .168 .055 .021 .072 .156 .093

Table 3.5: METEOR score comparison between learned and various fixed gaze

weights.

Dataset (GEAN) Uniform Random Gaze Central Gaze Peripheral Gaze

LSMDC 0.072 0.069 0.056 0.061 0.057

VAS 0.084 0.075 0.062 0.073 0.068

model can effectively localize gaze points over frame sequences.

3.4.2 Evaluation of Video Captioning

In previous section, we validate that the proposed gaze prediction achieves

state-of-the-art performances. Based on such dependably predicted gaze maps,

we test how much they help improve attention-based captioning models. For

evaluation, each video captioning method predicts a sentence for a test video

clip, and we measure the performance by comparing between its prediction and
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Table 3.6: The results of Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) pairwise preference

tests on LSMDC and VAS datasets. We present the percentages of responses

that turkers vote for our (GEAN) with RGP model over baselines. Baselines

(S2VT), (h-RNN), and (Temp-Attention) use gaze prediction by the RGP model.

Baselines (GEAN) w/o RGP (S2VT) (h-RNN) (Temp-Attention)

LSMDC 65.3 % (196/300) 58.7 % (176/300) 59.3 % (178/300) 75.3 % (219/291)

VAS 67.0 % (201/300) 61.0 % (183/300) 69.7 % (209/300) 78.7 % (229/291)

the groundtruth sentence. We use four different language similarity metrics,

BLEU [129], METEOR [130], ROUGE [131] and CIDEr [132].

Baselines. We compare with four state-of-the-art video captioning meth-

ods. First, (Temp-Attention) [35] is one of the first soft temporal attention

models for video captioning. Second, the S2VT [10] is a sequence-to-sequence

model that directly learns mappings between frame sequences to word se-

quences. We test two variants denoted by (S2VT+VGG16) and (S2VT+GNet) ac-

cording to frame representation VGGNet-16 and GoogLeNet.

Finally, (h-RNN+GNet) [54] is a hierarchical RNN model that also leverages a

soft attention scheme to generate multiple sentences. For (Temp-Attention), we

use the source code proposed by original authors. For (S2VT+*), we transform

the original Caffe code into TensorFlow, in order to integrate with the gaze

prediction module. We implement (h-RNN+*) by ourselves because no code is

available.

Quantitative results. Table 3.4 shows quantitative results of different

methods for video captioning. We also run multiple variants of our GEAN

model denoted by (GEAN+*) according to different feature combinations. We

perform two sets of experiments with or without using the spatial attention by

gaze maps that the RGP model predicts. The baselines without the RGP model

means that they are executed as originally proposed. For fair comparison, we use

GoogLeNet inception5b layers as features for all baselines except (S2VT+VGG16).
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(GEAN) Someone is dancing with Someone in the club.
(Temp-Attention) Someone walks away and Someone faces Someone.
(S2VT+GNet)The team is dancing with a red haired woman in a white dress.
(GT) (1) People and squirrels dance in the party place. (2) A squirrel slides from

a car dancing in the club with a pool. (3) People and hamsters dances in the house.

(GEAN)The car pulls up and a black suv speeds along the road and the road is 

blocked by a collision.
(Temp-Attention)Someone drives a truck.
(S2VT+GNet)The car pulls up the car and the truck crashes into the road.
(GT)(1) car runs fast in a tunnel where there is an explosion while someone is 

aiming it. (2) Someone runs away from the police making numerous casualties.

(GEAN)There is a woman dancing with someone on stage.
(Temp-Attention)A man in a suit takes off his jacket.
(S2VT+GNet)The two girls are dancing in the audience.
(GT)(1) Someone fight with a sword against people who are surrounding her.  

(2) Someone fights against a lot of people in suits alone. 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.3: Video captioning examples of (a) correct, (b) relevant, and (c) in-

correct descriptions. In every frame, we present groundtruth (GT) human eye

fixation with colored circles, and gaze prediction with white for attended re-

gions. We show captions predicted by different methods along with GTs.

We obtain the results of (S2VT+VGG16) for LSMDC dataset from the leaderboard

of the LSMDC challenge. Except this, we generate all the results by ourselves.

We summarize some experimental consequences as follows. First, the pro-

posed GEAN models achieve the best performance in each group of experiments

for both datasets and with or without the RGP model. Second, we observe that

the performance of most methods increases with using spatial attention by gaze

maps that the RGP predicts, although the GEAN methods benefit the most

from gaze prediction. Such improvement is less significant in LSMDC than

VAS dataset, mainly because LSMDC has no gaze tracking data for training.

We remind that the RGP model is trained with VAS and Hollywood2 datasets.

Finally, experiments assure that it is the best for the GEAN model to use all

the three visual feature pools, as (GEAN+GNet+C3D+Scene) attains the highest

values in all the four groups of experiments.

The absolute metric values in Table 3.4 for VAS and LSMDC are relatively

low compared to other benchmark datasets (e.g . youtube2text [8]). It is due to

that the LSMDC dataset has about one GT sentence only, which is much fewer

than about 41 of the youtube2text. Moreover, reference sentences of the VAS are

multiple per video but written based on different aspects (i.e. general, storyline,
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and characters), and thus they are challenging and non-overlapped one another.

For VAS, we compute a metric score between each generated sentence and its

three reference sentences obtained by the same subject.

Effects of different gaze weights. Table 3.5 compares captioning per-

formance between different gaze weights within the RGP module. For brief

comparison, we report only METEOR scores. In the table, the performance

with learned gazes by our model comes in the first column, and those of other

baselines follow. The uniform gaze assigns a uniform 1/49 weight to 7× 7 grid.

The random gaze selects a single bin randomly, while the central gaze picks the

center (4, 4) bin in the grid. Then, those one hot matrices of random and central

gaze are smoothed by Gaussian filtering with σ = 1.0. Finally, the peripheral

gaze is an `1-normalized inverse of the central gaze. As shown in Table 3.5, the

learned gaze by our model leads the best captioning performance. Among the

fixed gaze weights, the uniform gaze is the best, which hints that it is better

using the whole scene than attending on wrong parts of the scene.

Qualitative results. Fig.3.3 shows three examples of video captioning re-

sults for (a) correct description, (b) relevant description, and (c) incorrect de-

scription. In frames, we present GT human eye fixation with colored circles,

and gaze prediction with white for attended regions. We also show the captions

predicted by different methods along with GTs. We observe that the spatial

attention predicted by our method matches well with GT human eye fixation,

and description generated by our method are more accurate than the baselines.

3.4.3 Human Evaluation via AMT

We perform user studies using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to observe

general users’ preferences on generated descriptions by different algorithms.

We conduct pairwise comparison (A/B Test) on four baseline models against

our best method (GEAN) with RGP model. We select three baselines (h-RNN),

(S2VT), and (Temp-Attention) equipped with RGP model. Finally, we also
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select our model (GEAN) without RGP to quantify captioning improvement by

gaze prediction. In each AMT task, given a clip and two captions, turkers are

asked to pick a better one without knowing which comes from which methods.

For test cases, we randomly sample 100 examples each from LSMDC and VAS

datasets. We collect answers from three different turkers for each test case. Table

3.6 shows results of AMT tests, which validate that general AMT turkers prefer

output sentences of our approach to those of baselines. Those response margins

are more significant than language metric differences. Another consequence is

that baselines with RGP obtains more votes (i.e. 2∼4 columns) than those of

our model without RGP (i.e. 1st column). It can be another evidence that gaze

supervision helps even baselines to produce better descriptive sentences.

3.5 Conclusion

We proposed the Gaze Encoding Attention Network (GEAN) that leverage

human gaze data to supervise attention-based video captioning. With experi-

ments and user studies on our newly collected VAS, caption-only LSMDC, and

gaze-only Hollywood-2 EM datasets, we showed that multiple attention-based

captioning methods benefit from gaze information to attain better captioning

quality. We also demonstrated the GEAN model outperforms the state-of-the-

art video captioning alternatives.
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Chapter 4

Semantic Word Attention for
Video QA and Video Captioning

4.1 Introduction

The objective of this work is to propose a concept word detector, as shown in

Fig.4.1, which takes a video as input and generates a list of high-level concept

words as useful semantic priors for a variety of video-to-language tasks, includ-

ing video captioning, retrieval, and question answering. We design our word

detector to have the following two characteristics, to be easily integrated with

any video-to-language models. First, it does not require any external knowl-

edge sources for training. Instead, our detector learns the correlation between

words in the captions and video regions from the whole training data. To this

end, we use continuous soft attention mechanism that traces consistent visual

information across frames and associates them with concept words from cap-

tions. Second, the proposed word detector is trainable in an end-to-end manner

jointly with any video-to-language models. The loss function for learning the

word detector can be plugged as an auxiliary term into the model’s overall

cost function; as a result, we can reduce efforts to separately collect training
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Tracing concepts by attention

Input movie clip

Concept word detector

Tracing LSTMs

down pull car getstreethousefront

K concept words

outside

Description Fill-in-the-blank Multi-choice Retrieval

He slows down in 

front of one 

_____ with a 

garage ... 

Q: A vehicle pulling up

A:

house

A car pulls up 

onto the driveway 

…

1.The vehicle … 

2.Someone eyes …

3.A man is …

4.There is …

5.A boy walks …A:

Q:

drive road

Figure 4.1: The key idea of the proposed concept word detector. Given a video

clip, we use a set of tracing LSTMs to extract multiple concept words that

consistently appear across frame regions. We then employ semantic attention

to combine visual features with the detected concepts in the LSTM networks for

several video-to-language tasks of LSMDC 2016, such as captioning, retrieval,

and question answering.

examples and learn both models.

We also develop language model components to maximize the values of

detected words. we develop an attention mechanism that selectively focuses on

the detected concept words and fuse them with the word encoding and decoding

in the language model. That is, the detected concept words are combined with

input words to better represent the hidden states of encoders, and with output

words to generate more accurate word prediction.

In order to demonstrate that the proposed word detector and attention

mechanism indeed improve the performance of multiple video-to-language tasks,

we participate in four tasks of LSMDC 2016 [1]. The LSMDC (Large Scale Movie

Description Challenge) is one of the most active and successful challenge series

that advances the progress of video-to-language research.

The challenges include movie description and multi-choice test as video

captioning, fill-in-the-blank as video question answering, and movie retrieval

as video retrieval. Following the evaluation protocol of LSMDC 2016 exactly,

our approach achieves the best accuracies in the three tasks (fill-in-the-blank,

multiple-choice test, and movie retrieval), and comparable performance in the
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other task (movie description).

4.1.1 Related Work

Our approach can be uniquely positioned in the context of recent two research

directions in image/video captioning as follows.

Image/Video Captioning with Word detection. Image and video cap-

tioning has been actively studied in recent vision and language research, in-

cluding [32, 7, 8, 9, 33, 10, 34], to name a few. Among them, there have been

several attempts to detect a set of concept words or attributes from visual

input to boost up the captioning performance. In image captioning research,

Fang et al . [48] exploit an multiple instance learning (MIL) approach to train

visual detectors that identify a set of words with bounding boxed regions of

an image. Based on the detected words, they retrieve and re-rank the best

caption sentence for the image. Wu et al . [49] use a CNN to learn a mapping

between an image and semantic attributes. They then exploit the mapping as

an input to the language decoder for captioning the image. They also extend

the framework to explicitly leverage external knowledge base such as DBpedia

for question answering tasks. Venugopalan et al . [50] generate description with

novel words beyond the ones in the training set, by leveraging external sources,

including object recognition datasets like ImageNet and external text corpus

like Wikipedia. You et al . [51] also exploit weak labels and tags on Internet

images or train additional parametric visual classifiers for image captioning.

In the video domain, it is more ambiguous to learn the relation between

descriptive words and visual patterns. There have been only few work in video

captioning; Rohrbach et al . [9] propose a two-step approach for video captioning

on the LSMDC dataset. They first extract verbs, objects, and places from movie

description, and separately train SVM-based classifiers for each group. They

then learn the LSTM-based decoder that generates text description based on

the responses of these visual classifiers.
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While almost all previous captioning methods exploit external classifiers for

concept or attribute detection, the novelty of our work lies in that we use only

captioning training data with no external sources to learn the word detector,

and propose an end-to-end design for learning both word detection and caption

generation simultaneously. Moreover, compared to video captioning work of [9]

where only movie description is addressed, this work is more comprehensive in

that we validate the usefulness of our method for all the four tasks of LSMDC.

Attention for Captioning. Attention mechanism has been successfully

applied to caption generation. One of the earliest works is [24] that selectively

focuses on different image regions to produce an output word sequence. Later

this soft attention has been extended as temporal attention over video frames

[35, 54] for video captioning.

Beyond the attention on spatial or temporal structure of visual input, re-

cently You et al . [51] propose an attention on attribute words for image cap-

tioning. That is, the method enumerates a set of important object labels in

the image, and then dynamically switch attention among these concept labels.

Although our approach also exploit the idea of semantic attention, it bears two

key differences. First, we extend the semantic attention to video domains for

the first time, not only for video captioning but also for retrieval and question

answering tasks. Second, the approach of [51] relies on the classifiers that are

separately learned from external datasets, whereas our approach is learnable

end-to-end with only training data of captioning. It significantly reduces efforts

to prepare for additional multi-label classifiers.

4.1.2 Contributions

We summarize contributions of this paper as follows.

(1) We propose a novel end-to-end learning approach for detecting a list

of concept words and attend on them to enhance the performance of multiple

video-to-language tasks. The proposed concept word detection and attention
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model can be plugged into different models of video captioning, retrieval, and

question answering. Our technical novelties can be seen from two recent trends

of image/video captioning research. First, our work is a first end-to-end train-

able model not only for concept word detection but also for language generation.

Second, our work is a first semantic attention model for video-to-language tasks.

(2) To validate the applicability of the proposed approach, we participate

in all the four tasks of LSMDC 2016. Our models achieve the best accura-

cies in three of them, including fill-in-the-blank, multiple-choice test, and movie

retrieval. We also attain comparable performance for the other task movie de-

scription.

4.2 Approach

We first explain the pre-processing steps for representation of words and video

frames. Then, we explain how we detect concept words for a given video.

4.2.1 Preprocessing

Dictionary and Word Embedding. We define a vocabulary dictionary V by

collecting the words that occur more than three times in the training set. The

dictionary size is |V| = 12 486, from which our models sequentially select words

as output. We train the word2vec skip-gram embedding [133] to obtain the word

embedding matrix E ∈ Rd×|V| where d is the word embedding dimension and

V is the dictionary size. We set d = 300 in our implementation.

Video Representation. We first equidistantly sample one per ten frames

from a video, to reduce the frame redundancy while minimizing loss of infor-

mation. We denote the number of video frames by N . We limit the maximum

number of frames to be Nmax = 40; if a video is too long, we use a wider interval

for uniform sampling.

We employ a convolutional neural network (CNN) to encode video input.

Specifically, we extract convolutional feature map of each frame from the res5c
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Figure 4.2: The architecture of attention model for the concept word detection

(Top, section 4.2.2), and a model for video description using semantic attention

based on the detected concept words (Bottom, section 4.2.4).

layer (i.e. R7×7×2,048) of ResNet [134] pretrained on ImageNet dataset [118],

and then apply 2 × 2 max-pooling followed by 3 × 3 convolution to reduce

dimension to R4×4×500. Reducing the number of spatial grid regions to 4 × 4

helps the concept word detector get trained much faster, while not hurting de-

tection performance significantly. We denote resulting visual features of frames

by {vn}Nn=1. Throughout this paper, we use n for denoting video frame index.

4.2.2 An Attention Model for Concept Detection

Concept Words and Traces. We propose the concept word detector using

LSTM networks with soft attention mechanism. Its structure is shown in the red

box of Fig.4.2. Its goal is, for a given video, to discover a list of concept words

that consistently appear across frame regions. The detected concept words are

used as additional references for video captioning models (section 4.2.4), which

generates output sentence by selectively attending on those words.

We first define a set of candidate words with of size V from all training

captions. Among them, we discover K concept words for each video. We set
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V = 2, 000 and K = 10 in our implementation. We first apply the automatic

POS tagging of NLTK [119], to extract nouns, verbs and adjectives from all

training caption sentences [48]. We then compute the frequencies of those words

in a training set, and select the V most common words as word candidates.

Since we do not have groundtruth bounding boxes for concept words in

videos, we cannot train individual concept detectors in a standard supervised

setting. Our idea is to adopt a soft attention mechanism to infer words by

tracking regions that are spatially consistent. To this end, we employ a set of

tracing LSTMs, each of which takes care of a single spatially-consistent meaning

being tracked over time, what we call trace. That is, we keep track of spatial

attention over video frames using LSTM, so that adjacent spatial attentions

resemble the spatial consistency of a single concept (e.g . a moving object, or

an action in video clips; see Fig.4.1). We use a total of L tracing LSTMs to

capture out L traces (or concepts), where L is the number of spatial regions in

the visual feature (i.e. L = 4×4 = 16 for v ∈ R4×4×D). Fusing these L concepts

together, we finally discover K concept words, as will be described next.

Computation of Spatial Attention. For each trace l, we maintain spa-

tial attention weights α
(l)
n ∈ R4×4, indicating where to attend on (4×4) spatial

grid locations of vn, through video frames n = 1 . . . N . The initial attention

weight α
(l)
0 at n = 0 is initialized with an one-hot matrix, for each of L grid

locations. We compute the hidden states h
(l)
n ∈ R500 of the LSTM through

n = 1 . . . N by:

c(l)n = α(l)
n ⊗ vn (4.1)

h(l)
n = LSTM(c(l)n ,h

(l)
n−1). (4.2)

where A⊗ B =
∑

j,k A(j,k) · B(j,k,:). The input to LSTMs is the context vector

c
(l)
n ∈ R500, which is obtained by applying spatial attention α

(l)
n to the visual

feature vn. Note that the parameters of L LSTMs are shared.
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The attention weight vector α
(l)
n ∈ R4×4 at time step n is updated as follows:

e(l)n (j, k) = vn(j, k)� h
(l)
n−1, (4.3)

α(l)
n = softmax

(
Conv(e(l)n )

)
, (4.4)

where � is elementwise product, and Conv(·) denotes two convolution opera-

tions before softmax layer in Fig.4.2. Note that α
(l)
n in Eq.(4.3) is computed

from the previous hidden state h
(l)
n−1 of the LSTM.

The spatial attention α
(l)
n measures how each spatial grid location of visual

feature is related to the concept being tracked through tracing LSTMs. By

repeating these two steps of Eq.(4.1)–(4.3) from n = 1 to N , our model can

continuously find important and temporally consistent meanings over time, that

are closely related to a part of video, rather than focusing on each video frame

individually.

Finally, we predict the concept confidence vector p:

p = σ
(
Wp

[
h
(1)
N ; · · · ; h

(L)
N

]
+ bp

)
∈ RV , (4.5)

that is, we first concatenate the hidden states {h(l)
N }Ll=1 at the last time step of

all tracing LSTMs, apply a linear transform parameterized by Wp ∈ RV×(500L)

and bp ∈ RV , and apply the elementwise sigmoid activation σ.

Training and Inference. For training, we obtain a reference concept con-

fidence vector p∗ ∈ RV whose element p∗i is 1 if the corresponding word exists in

the groundtruth caption; otherwise, 0. Then we minimize the following sigmoid

cross-entropy cost Lcon, which is often used for multi-label classification [135]

where each class is independent and not mutually exclusive:

Lcon = − 1

V

V∑
i=1

[p∗i log(pi) + (1− p∗i ) log(1− pi)] . (4.6)

Strictly speaking, since we apply end-to-end learning approach, the cost of

Eq.(4.6) is used as an auxiliary term for the overall cost function, which will be

discussed later.
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For inference, we compute p for a given query video, and find top K words

by score p (i.e. argmax1:K p). Finally, we denote these K concept words by

their word embedding representations {ai}Ki=1.

4.2.3 Video-to-Language Models

We design a different base model for each of LSMDC tasks, while they share the

concept word detector and the semantic attention mechanism. That is, we aim

to validate that the proposed concept word detection is useful to a wide range

of video-to-language models. For base models, we take advantage of state-of-

the-art techniques, for which we do not argue as our contribution. We refer to

our video-to-language models leveraging the concept word detector as CT-SAN

(Concept-Tracing Semantic Attention Network).

For better understanding of our models, we briefly summarize the four

LSMDC tasks as follows: (i) Movie description: generating a single descriptive

sentence for a given movie clip, (ii) Fill-in-the-blank : given a video and a sen-

tence with a single blank, finding a suitable word for the blank from the whole

vocabulary set, (iii) Multi-choice test : given a video query and five descrip-

tive sentences, choosing the correct one out of them, and (iv) Movie retrieval :

ranking 1,000 movie clips for a given natural language query.

4.2.4 A Model for Description

Figure 4.2 illustrates the proposed video captioning model. It takes video repre-

sentation {vn}Nn=1 and predicted concept words {ai}Ki=1 as input, and generates

a sequence of words as an output sentence {yt}Tt=1. The model comprises video

encoding and caption decoding LSTMs, and two semantic attention models. The

two LSTM networks have two layers in depth, with layer normalization [136]

and dropout [91] with a rate of 0.2.

Video Encoder. The video encoding LSTM encodes a video into a sequence
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of hidden states {sn}Nn=1 ∈ RD.

sn = LSTM(vn, sn−1) (4.7)

where vn ∈ RD is obtained by (4, 4)-average-pooling vn.

Caption Decoder. The caption decoding LSTM is a normal LSTM net-

work as follows:

ht = LSTM(xt,ht−1), (4.8)

where the input xt is an intermediate representation of t-th word input with

semantic attention applied, as will be described below. We initialize the hidden

state at t = 0 by the last hidden state of video encoder: h0 = sN ∈ RD.

Semantic Attention. Based on [51], our model in Fig.4.2 uses the semantic

attention in two different parts, which are called as input and output semantic

attention, respectively.

The input semantic attention φ computes attention weights γt,i, which is

assigned to each predicted concept word ai. It helps the caption decoding LSTM

focus on predicted concept words differently at each step t.

The attention weight γt,i ∈ RK and input vector xt ∈ RD to the LSTM are

obtained by

γt,i ∝ exp((Eyt−1)
>Wγai), (4.9)

xt = φ(yt−1, {ai})

= Wx(Eyt−1 + diag(wx,a)
∑
i

γt,iai). (4.10)

Since the previous word yt−1 is |V|-dimensional, we multiply it by the word

embedding matrix E to make it d-dimensional. The parameters to learn include

Wγ ∈ Rd×d, Wx ∈ RD×d and wx,a ∈ Rd.

The output semantic attention ϕ guides how to weight the concept words

{ai} when generating an output word yt at each step. We use ht, the hidden

state of decoding LSTM at t as an input to the output attention function ϕ.
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We then compute pt ∈ RD by attending the concept words set {ai} with the

weight βt,i:

βt,i ∝ exp(h>t Wβσ(ai)), (4.11)

pt = ϕ(ht, {ai})

= ht + diag(wh,a)
∑
i

βt,iWβσ(ai), (4.12)

where σ is the hyperbolic tangent, and parameters include wh,a ∈ RD and

Wβ ∈ RD×d.

Finally, the probability of output word is obtained as

p(yt | y1:t−1) = softmax(Wypt + by), (4.13)

where Wy ∈ R|V|×D and by ∈ R|V|. This procedure loops until yt corresponds

to the <EOS> token.

Training. To learn the parameters of the model, we define a loss function

as the total negative log-likelihood of all the words, with regularization terms

on attention weights {αt,i}, {βt,i}, and {γt,i} [51], as well as the loss Lcon for

concept discovery (Eq.4.6):

L = −
∑
t

log p(yt) + λ1(g(β) + g(γ)) + λ2Lcon (4.14)

where λ1, λ2 are hyperparameters and g is a regularization function with setting

to p = 2, q = 0.5 as

g(α) = ‖α‖1,p + ‖α>‖1,q (4.15)

=

[∑
i

[∑
t

αt,i

]p]1/p
+
∑
t

[∑
i

(αt,i)
q

]1/q
.

For the rest of models, we transfer the parameters of the concept word

detector trained with the description model, and allow the parameters being

fine-tuned.
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Figure 4.3: The model architectures for (a) fill-in-the-blank (section 4.2.5), (b)

multi-choice, (4.2.6), and (c) movie retrieval task. (4.2.7). Each of the models

take advantage of the concept word detector described illustrated in Figure 4.2,

and semantic attention for the sake of its objective.

4.2.5 A Model for Fill-in-the-Blank

Figure 4.3(a) illustrates the proposed model for the fill-in-the-blank task. It

is based on Bidirectional LSTM network (BLSTM) [137, 138], which is useful

in predicting a blank word from an imperfect sentence, since it considers the

sequence in both forward and backward direction. Our key idea is that we

employ the semantic attention mechanism on both input and output of the

BLSTM, to strengthen the meaning of input and output words with the concept

words which are obtained from the concept word detector.

The model takes word representation {ct}Tt=1 and concept words {ai}Ki=1 as

input. Each ct ∈ Rd is obtained by multiplying the one-hot word vector of a

word by E. Suppose that the t-th text input is a blank word for which we use a

special token <blank>. Then, we add the word prediction module only on top

of the t-th step of the BLSTM.

BLSTM. The input video is represented by the video encoding LSTM in

Figure 4.2. The hidden state of the final video frame sN is used to initialize the

hidden states of the BLSTM: hbT+1 = hf0 = sN , where {hft }Tt=1 and {hbt}Tt=1 are

the forward and backward hidden states of BLSTM, respectively. The BLSTM
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is represented as:

hft = LSTM(xt,h
f
t−1), (4.16)

hbt = LSTM(xt,h
b
t+1). (4.17)

We also use the layer normalization [136].

Semantic Attention. The input and output semantic attention of this

model is almost identical to those of the captioning model in section 4.2.4, only

except that the word representation ct ∈ Rd is used as input at each time step,

instead of previous word vector yt−1. Then the attention weighted word vector

{xt}Tt=1 is fed into the BLSTM.

The output semantic attention is also similar to that of the captioning model

in section 4.2.4, only except that we apply the attention only once at t-th step

when <blank> token is taken as input. We feed the output of BLSTM

ot = tanh(Wo[h
f
t ; hbt ] + bo), (4.18)

where Wo ∈ RD×2D and bo ∈ RD, into the output attention function ϕ. It

generates p ∈ RD as in Eq.(4.12) of the description model: p = ϕ(ot, {ai}).

Finally, the output word probability y given {ct}Tt=1 is obtained via softmax

on p as

p(y | {ct}Tt=1) = softmax(Wyp + by), (4.19)

where parameters include Wy ∈ R|V|×D and by ∈ R|V|.

Training. During training, we minimize the loss L as

L = − log p(y) + λ1(g(β) + g(γ)) + λ2Lcon, (4.20)

where λ1, λ2 are hyperparameters, and g is the same regularization function of

Eq.(4.15). Again, Lcon is the cost of Eq.(4.6) in the concept word detector.
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4.2.6 A Model for Multiple-Choice Test

Figure 4.3(b) illustrates the proposed model for the multiple-choice test. It takes

a video and five choice sentences among which only one is the correct answer.

Hence, our model computes the compatibility scores between the query video

and five sentences, and selects the one with the highest score.

The multiple-choice model shares much resemblance to the model for fill-in-

the-blank in Figure 4.3(a). First, it is based on the LSTM network, although it

is not bi-directional. Second, it inputs the query video into the video encoding

LSTM, and use its last hidden state sN to initialize the following LSTM. Third,

it uses the same word representation {ct}Tt=1 for each candidate sentence. Fi-

nally, it exploits the same input semantic attention, although it does not apply

the output semantic attention because output is not a word but a score in this

task.

We obtain a joint embedding of a pair of a single video and a sentence using

the LSTM network:

ht = LSTM(xt,ht−1) (4.21)

where xt = φ(ct, {ai}) ∈ RD is obtained via the input semantic attention φ of

Eq.(4.9)–(4.10), from the input sentence representation {ct}Tt=1. We also initial-

ize the hidden state h0 = sN by the final hidden state of video representation.

Once the sentence is fed into the LSTM, we obtain a multimodal embedding of

a video-sentence pair as the final hidden state hT of the LSTM.

Alignment Objective. The objective of the multiple-choice model is to

assign high scores for the correctly matched video-sentence pairs but low scores

for incorrect pairs. Therefore, we predict a similarity score Skl between a movie

clip k and a sentence l as follows:

Skl = (Ws)
>ReLU(WahT + ba), (4.22)

where Wa ∈ RD×D, ba ∈ RD and Ws ∈ RD are parameters. We train the
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model using a max-margin structured loss objective:

L =
∑
k

5∑
l=1

max(0, Sk,l − Sk,l∗ + ∆)

+ λ1 · g(γ) + λ2Lcon (4.23)

where l∗ denotes the answer sentence among the five candidates. This objec-

tive encourages a positive video-sentence pair to have a higher score than a

misaligned negative pair by a margin ∆. We use ∆ = 1 in our experiments.

At test, for a query video k, we compute five scores {Sk,l}5l=1 of the candidate

sentences, and select the one with maximum score Sk,l as the answer.

4.2.7 A Model for Retrieval

Figure 4.3(c) illustrates our model for movie retrieval. The basic idea is to com-

pute a score for a query text and video pair, by learning a joint representation

between two modalities (i.e. query text and video) using the CBP (Compact

Bilinear Pooling) layer [139].

For the video encoding, we use the final hidden state sN of the video encod-

ing LSTM as done in other models. We also obtain a query representation via

input semantic attention like as in section 4.2.6, through the LSTM network:

ht = LSTM(xt,ht−1) (4.24)

Similarly, xt = φ(ct, {ai}) ∈ RD is obtained via the input semantic attention of

Eq.(4.9)–(4.10), from the input query sentence representation {ct}Tt=1. Then, we

use the final hidden state hT of query encoding LSTM as query representation.

To measure a similarity score Sk,l between a movie k and a sentence l as

follows (see Figure 4.3(c)):

Sk,l = (Ws)
>maxout(W>

p ν(sN ,hT )) (4.25)

where ν(·) denotes the CBP (Compact Bilinear Pooling) layer [139], which cap-

tures the interactions between different modalities better than simple concate-

nation. That is, we learn the multimodal space for common features between
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video encoding LSTM and query encoding LSTM. The joint representation ex-

tracted from the MCB layer is multiplied by Wp ∈ R8,000×1,500, and further pro-

cessed by a consequent maxout layer [140], which yields non-sparse activations

while mitigating overfitting. Finally, we obtain the score Sk,l by multiplying the

output by Ws ∈ R1500×1.

We use the same max-margin structured loss objective with the multiple-

choice model:

L =
∑
k

∑
l

max(0, Sk,l − Sk,l∗ + ∆)

+ λ1 · g(γ) + λ2Lcon (4.26)

which encourages a positive video-sentence pair to have a higher score than a

misaligned pair by a margin ∆ (e.g . ∆ = 3 in our experiments).

At test, for a query sentence k, we compute scores {Sk,l}l for all videos l in

the test set. From the score matrix, we can rank the videos for the query.

4.3 Experiments

We report the experimental results of the proposed models for the four tasks of

LSMDC 2016. We plan to make public our source code for better understanding

of our approach.

4.3.1 The LSMDC Dataset and Tasks

The LSMDC 2016 comprises four video-to-language tasks on the LSMDC dataset,

which contains a parallel corpus of 118,114 sentences and 118,081 video clips

sampled from 202 movies. We exactly follow the evaluation protocols of the

challenge.

Movie Description. This task is related to video captioning; given a short

video clip, its goal is to generate a single descriptive sentence. The challenge
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Table 4.1: Left: Performance comparison for the movie description task on

the LSMDC2016 public test dataset. For language metrics, we use BLEU (B),

METEOR (M), ROUGE (R), and CIDEr (Cr). We also show the ranking in

parentheses. Right: Accuracy (Acc) comparison (in percentage) for the movie

fill-in-the-blank task.

Description B1 B2 B3 M R Cr

EITanque .144 (4) .042 (5) .016 (3) .056 (7) .130 (7) .098 (2)

S2VT [10] .162 (1) .051 (1) .017 (1) .070 (4) .149 (4) .082 (4)

SNUVL .157 (2) .049 (2) .014 (4) .071 (2) .147 (5) .070 (6)

sophieag .151 (3) .047 (3) .013 (5) .075 (1) .152 (2) .072 (5)

ayush11011995 .116 (8) .032 (7) .011 (7) .070 (4) .138 (6) .042 (8)

rakshithShetty .119 (7) .024 (8) .007 (8) .046 (8) .108 (8) .044 (7)

Aalto .070 (9) .017 (9) .005 (9) .033 (9) .069 (9) .037 (9)

Base-SAN .123 (6) .038 (6) .013 (5) .066 (6) .150 (3) .090 (3)

CT-SAN .135 (5) .044 (4) .017 (1) .071 (2) .159 (1) .100 (1)

Fill-in-the-Blank

Methods Acc

Simple-LSTM 30.9

Simple-BLSTM 31.6

Base-SAN 34.5

amirmazaheri 34.2

SNUVL (Single) 38.0

SNUVL (Ensemble) 40.7

CT-SAN (Single) 41.9

CT-SAN (Ensemble) 42.7

provides a subset of LSMDC dataset named LSMDC16. It is divided into train-

ing, validation, public test, and blind test set, whose sizes are 91,941, 6,542,

10,053, and 9,578, respectively. The performance metrics include BLEU-1,2,3,4

[129], METEOR [130], ROUGE-L [131] and CIDEr [132].

Multiple-Choice Test. Given a video query and five candidate captions,

from which its goal is to find the best option. The correct answer is the GT

caption of the query video, and four other distractors are randomly chosen

from the other captions that have different activity-phrase labels from the cor-

rect answer. The evaluation metric is the percentage of correctly answered test

questions from 10,053 public-test data.

Movie Retrieval. The objective is, given a short query sentence, to find its

corresponding video out of 1,000 candidate videos, sampled from the LSMDC16

public-test data. The evaluation metrics include Recall@1, Recall@5, Recall@10,

and Median Rank (MedR). The Recall@k means the percentage of GT videos

in the first k retrieved videos, and the MedR indicates the median rank of GT
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videos. Each algorithm predicts 1, 000 × 1, 000 pairwise rank scores between

phrases and videos, from which all the evaluation metrics are calculated.

Movie Fill-in-the-Blank. This task is related to visual question answer-

ing. The task is, given a video clip and a sentence with a blank in it, to predict

a single correct word to fill in the blank. The test set includes 30,000 examples

from 10,000 clips (i.e. about 3 examples per sentence). The evaluation metric is

the prediction accuracy, which is the percentage of predicted words that match

with GTs.

We compare with the results on the public dataset in the official evaluation

server of LSMDC 2016 as of the submission deadline (i.e. November 15th, 2016

UTC 23:59).

4.3.2 Quantitative Results

Movie description. Table 4.1 compares the performance of movie description

between different algorithms. Among comparable models, our approach ranks

(5, 4, 1, 1)-th in the BLEU language metrics, and (2, 1, 1)-th in the other

language metrics. That is, our approach ranks first in four metrics, which means

that our approach is comparable to the state-of-the-art methods. In order to

quantify the improvement by the proposed concept word detection and semantic

attention, we implement a variant (Base-SAN), which is our model of Fig.4.2

without those two components. As shown in Table 4.1, the performance gaps

between (CT-SAN) and (Base-SAN) are significant.

Movie Fill-in-the-Blank. Table 4.1 also shows the results of the fill-in-

the-blank task. We test an ensemble of our models, denoted by CT-SAN (En-

semble); the answer word is obtained by averaging the output word probabilities

of three identical models trained independently. Our approach outperforms all

the participants with large margins. We also compare our model with a cou-

ple of baselines: (CT-SAN) outperforms the simple single-layer LSTM/BLSTM

variants with the scoring layer on top of the blank location, and (Base-SAN),
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Table 4.2: Performance comparison for the multiple-choice test (accuracy in

percentage) and movie retrieval task: Recall@k (R@k, higher is better) and

Median Rank (MedR, lower is better).

Tasks Multi-Choice Movie Retrieval

Methods Accuracy R@1 R@5 R@10 MedR

Aalto 39.7 – – – –

SA-G+SA-FC7 [15] 55.1 3.0 8.8 13.2 114

LSTM+SA-FC7 [15] 56.3 3.3 10.2 15.6 88

C+LSTM+SA-FC7 [15] 58.1 4.3 12.6 18.9 98

Base-SAN 60.1 4.3 13.0 18.2 83

SNUVL (Single) 63.1 3.8 13.6 18.9 80

EITanque 63.7 4.7 15.9 23.4 64

SNUVL (Ensemble) 65.7 3.6 14.7 23.9 50

CT-SAN (Single) 63.8 4.5 14.1 20.9 67

CT-SAN (Ensemble) 67.0 5.1 16.3 25.2 46

which is the base model of (CT-SAN) without the concept detector and seman-

tic attention.

Movie Multiple-Choice Test. For the multiple-choice test, our approach

also ranks first as shown in Table 4.2. As in the fill-in-the-blank, the multiple-

choice task also benefits from the concept detector and semantic attention.

Moreover, an ensemble of six models trained independently further improves

the accuracy from 63.8% to 67.0%.

Movie Retrieval. Table 4.2 compares Recall@k (R@k) and Median Rank

(MedR) metrics between different algorithms on 1,000 video/sentence test pairs.

We also achieve the best movie retrieval performance with significant margins

from baselines. Our CT-SAN (Ensemble) obtains the video-sentence similarity

matrix with an ensemble of two different types of models. First, we train six

retrieval models with different parameter initialization. Second, we obtain the
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GT : The sun sets behind the watery horizon as the foursome 

continues along the shore toward a distant resort. 

Ours : The sun shines as the sun sets to the horizon.

Concepts: cloud, sky, sun, horizon, vast, shore, distance, light, 

boat, white

GT : We can see awards line a shelf in his office.

Ours : The clock shows a minute, then the screen shows a map 

of the mothership.

Concepts : read, screen, office, clock, row, red, show, name, 

map, down(a) (b)

Blank Sentence : He slows down in front of one _____ with a triple 

garage and box tree on the front lawn and pulls up onto the driveway.

Answer : house Our result : house

Concepts : drive, car, pull, down, front, outside, house, street, get, 

road

Blank Sentence : People _____ down the path and hide behind 

the pile of pumpkins.

Answer : hurry Our result : run

Concepts : tree, down, towards, run, walk, people, stone, house, 

forest, river(c) (d)

Correct Wrong

Candidate Sentences

① SOMEONE glares at SOMEONE, his lips curved into a frown.

② SOMEONE follows, looking dazed. (GT Answer)

③ The kid walks into the garage and sees him.

④ He comes towards her and pulls up a chair.

⑤ He walks down the hall past an open doorway and starts to go 

upstairs.

Concepts : room, hall, back, walk, down, stand, go, step, smile, see

Candidate Sentences

① SOMEONE slams SOMEONEs head against the trunk.

② Now, the car speeds down an empty road lined with tall 

evergreens that just into the pale blue sky. (GT Answer)

③ SOMEONE sets hers down and smiles.

④ Now she lies on top of him.

⑤ As SOMEONE gazes after them, SOMEONE approaches.

Concepts : car, drive, road, pull, down, street, house, get, speed, 

front (e) (f)

Q : They notice SOMEONE swimming.

Concepts: water, pool, back, watch, down, stare, arm,  smile, gaze, 

boy

Q : SOMEONE cocks her head, her mouth twitching.

Concepts : smile, down, back, gaze, stare, woman, blonde, 

head, watch, lip 

24th

(g) (h)

Figure 4.4: Examples of the four visual to language task: (a)-(b) movie descrip-

tion, (c)-(d) fill-in-the-blank, (e)-(f) multi-choice, and (g)-(h) movie retrieval.

The left column shows correct examples and the right column shows wrong ex-

amples. In (h), we also show our retrieval ranks of the GT clips (the red box),

24th.

similarity matrix using the multi-choice version of (CT-SAN) because it can

also generate a similarity score for a video-sentence pair. Finally, we average

the seven similarity matrices into the final similarity matrix.

4.3.3 Qualitative Results

Figure 4.4 illustrates qualitative results of our algorithm with correct or wrong

example for each task. In each set, we show sampled frames of a query video,
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groundtruth (GT), our prediction (Ours), and the detected concept words.

Movie Description. Figure 4.4(a)-(b) shows some examples of our movie

description. As shown in the examples, our predicted sentences are often related

to the content of clips well, but the words themselves are not always identical to

the GTs. For instance, the generated sentence for Figure 4.4(b) reads the clock

shows a minute, which is relevant to the video clip although its GT sentence

much focuses on awards on a shelf. Nonetheless, concept words relevant to the

GT sentence such as office or clock are well detected.

Movie Fill-in-the-Blank. Figure 4.4(c) shows that the detected concept

words are indeed well matched with the content of the clip, and possibly help

predict the correct answer. Figure 4.4(d) is a near-miss case where our model

also predict a plausible answer (e.g . run instead of hurry).

Movie Multiple-Choice Test. Figure 4.4(e) shows that our concept de-

tection successfully guides the model to select the correct answer. Figure 4.4(f)

is an example of failure to understand the situation; the fifth candidate is cho-

sen because it is overlapped with much of detected words such as hall, walk, go,

although the correct answer is the second.

Movie Retrieval. Interestingly, the concept words of Figure 4.4(g) capture

the abstract relation between swimming, water, and pool. Thus, the first to fifth

retrieved clips include water. Figure 4.4(h) is a near-miss example in which

our method fails to catch rare word like twitch and cocks. The first to fourth

retrieved clips contain a woman’s head and mouth, yet miss to catch subtle

movement of mouth.

4.4 Conclusion

We proposed an end-to-end trainable approach for detecting a list of concept

words that can be used as semantic priors for multiple-video-to-language mod-

els. We also developed a semantic attention mechanism that maximizes the

values of discovered concept words. We implemented our approach into mul-
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tiple video-to-language models to participate in four tasks of LSMDC 2016.

We demonstrated that our approach indeed improved the performance of cap-

tioning, retrieval, and question answering; specifically, our approach achieved

the best accuracies in three tasks in LSMDC 2016, including fill-in-the-blank,

multiple-choice test, and movie retrieval.
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Chapter 5

Joint Sequnece Fusion Attention
for Multimodal Sequence Data

5.1 Introduction

Thanks to recent advance of deep representation learning, many methods for

multimodal semantic embedding (e.g . [62, 68, 69]) have been proposed. How-

ever, most of existing methods embed each of visual and language information

into a single vector, which is often insufficient especially for a video and a nat-

ural sentence. With single vectors for the two sequence modalities, it is hard

to directly compare multiple relations between subsets of sequence data (i.e.

matchings between subevents in a video and short phrases in a sentence), for

which hierarchical matching is more adequate. There have been some attempts

to learn representation of hierarchical structure of natural sentences and vi-

sual scenes (e.g . [141, 142] using recursive neural networks), but they require

groundtruth parse trees or segmentation labels.

In this paper, we propose an approach that can measure semantic simi-

larity between any pairs of multimodal sequence data, by learning bottom-up

recursive matches via attention mechanisms. We apply our method to tackle
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Video sequence

Now, the car speeds down an empty road lined with tall 
evergreens that just into the pale blue sky.

Language Sequence ! = {$%, $' ⋯ ,$)}

+ = {,%, ,' ⋯ , ,-}

./ .0

Joint Semantics

pale blue sky
road lined with tall evergreens

car speeds down

Figure 5.1: The intuition of the Joint Sequence Fusion (JSFusion) model. Given

a pair of a video clip and a language query, Joint Semantic Tensor (in purple)

encodes a pairwise joint embedding between the two sequence data, and Convo-

lutional Hierarchical Decoder (in blue) discovers hierarchical matching relations

from JST. Our model is easily adaptable to many video QA and retrieval tasks.

several video question answering and retrieval tasks. Our approach, named as

Joint Sequence Fusion (JSFusion) model, consists of two key components. First,

the Joint Semantic Tensor (JST) performs dense Hadamard products between

frames and words and encodes all pairwise embeddings between the two se-

quence data into a 3D tensor. JST further takes advantage of learned atten-

tions to refine the 3D matching tensor. Second, the Convolutional Hierarchical

Decoder (CHD) discovers local alignments on the tensor, by using a series of

attention-based decoding modules, consisting of convolutional layers and gates.

These two attention mechanisms promote well-matched representation patterns

and prune out misaligned ones in a bottom-up manner. Finally, CHD obtains

hierarchical composible representations of the two modalities, and computes a

semantic matching score of the sequence pair.

We evaluate the performance of our JSFusion model on multiple video ques-

tion answering and retrieval tasks on LSMDC [1] and MSR-VTT [2] datasets.

First, we participate in three challenges of LSMDC: multiple-choice test, movie

retrieval, and fill-in-the-blank, which require the model to correctly measure a

semantic matching score between a descriptive sentence and a video clip, or
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to predict the most suitable word for a blank in a sentence for a query video.

Our JSFusion model achieves the best accuracies reported so far with signifi-

cant margins for the three tasks. Second, we newly create multiple-choice and

movie retrieval annotations for the MSR-VTT dataset, on which our approach

also outperforms many state-of-the-art methods in diverse video topics (e.g .

TV shows, web videos, and cartoons).

We summarize the contributions of this work as follows.

1. We propose the Joint Sequence Fusion (JSFusion) model, consisting of two

key components: JST and CHD. To the best of our knowledge, it is a first

attempt to leverage recursively learnable attention modules for measuring

semantic matching scores between multimodal sequence data. Specifically,

we propose two different attention models, including soft attention in JST

and Conv-layers and Conv-gates in CHD.

2. To validate the applicability of our JSFusion model, especially on video

question answering and retrieval, we participate in three tasks of LSMDC [1],

and achieve the best performance reported so far. We also newly create

video retrieval and QA benchmarks based on MSR-VTT [2] dataset, on

which our JSFusion model outperforms many state-of-the-art VQA mod-

els. We plan to make public our source code and benchmark annotations.

5.2 Related Work

Our work can be uniquely positioned in the context of two recent research

directions: video retrieval and video question answering.

Video retrieval with natural language sentences. Recently, there has

been much progress in the video retreival with natural language sentences. Sev-

eral deep video-language embedding methods [15, 16, 11] has been developed by

extending image-language embeddings [68, 69]. Other recent successful meth-

ods benefit from incorporating concept words as semantic priors [73, 29], or
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relying on strong representation of videos like RNN-FV [74]. Another dominant

approach may be leveraging RNNs or their variants like LSTM to encode the

whole multimodal sequences (e.g . [15, 74, 73, 29]).

Compared to these existing methods, our model first finds dense pairwise

embeddings between the two sequences, and then composes higher-level sim-

ilarity matches from fine-grained ones in a bottom-up manner, leveraging hi-

erarchical attention mechanisms. This idea improves our model’s robustness

especially for local subset matching (e.g . at the activity-phrase level), which

places our work in a unique position with respect to previous works.

Video question answering. VQA is a relatively new problem at the in-

tersection of computer vision and natural language research [81, 82, 83]. Video-

based VQA is often recognized as a more difficult challenge than image-based

one, because video VQA models must learn spatio-temporal reasoning to an-

swer problems, which requires large-scale annotated data. Fortunately, large-

scale video QA datasets have been recently emerged from the community using

crowdsourcing on various sources of data (e.g . movies for MovieQA [12] and an-

imated GIFs for TGIF-QA [13]). Rohrbach et al . [1] extend the LSMDC movie

description dataset to the VQA domain, introducing several new tasks such as

multiple-choice [15] and fill-in-the-blank [93].

The multiple-choice problem is, given a video query and five descriptive sen-

tences, to choose a single best answer in the candidates. To tackle this problem,

ranking losses on deep representation [15, 29, 13] or nearest neighbor search on

the joint space [74] are exploited. Torabi et al . [15] use the temporal attention

on the joint representation between the query videos and answer choice sen-

tences. Yu et al . [29] use LSTMs to sequentially feed the query and the answer

embedding conditioned on detected concept words. The fill-in-the-blank task

is, given a video and a sentence with a single blank, to select a suitable word

for the blank. To encode the sentential query sentence on the video context,

MergingLSTMs [143] and LR/RL LSTMs [144] are proposed. Yu et al . [73, 29]
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attempt to detect semantic concept words from videos and integrate them with

Bidirectional LSTM that encodes the language query. However, most previous

approaches tend to focus too much on the sentence information and easily ig-

nore visual cues. On the other hand, our model focuses on learning multi-level

semantic similarity between videos and sentences, and consequently achieves

the best results reported so far in these two QA tasks, as will be presented in

section 5.4.

5.3 Approach

We first explain the preprocessing steps for describing videos and sentences in

section 5.3.1, and then discuss the two key components of our JSFusion model

in section 5.3.2–5.3.4, respectively. We present the training procedure of our

model in section 5.3.5, and its applications to three video-language tasks in

section 5.3.6.

5.3.1 Preprocessing

Sentence representation. We encode each sentence in a word level. We first

define a vocabulary dictionary V by collecting the words that occur more than

three times in the dataset. (e.g . the dictionary size is |V| = 16, 824 for LSMDC).

We ignore the words that are not in the dictionary. Next we use the pretrained

glove.42B.300d [145] to obtain the word embedding matrix E ∈ Rd×|V| where

d = 300 is the word embedding dimension. We denote the description of each

sentence by {wm}Mm=1 where M is the number of words in the sentence. We limit

the maximum number of words per sentence to be Mmax = 40. If a sentence is

too long, we discard the remaining excess words, because only 0.07% of training

sentences excess this limit, and no performance gain is observed for largerMmax.

Throughout this paper, we use m for denoting the word index.

Video representation. We sample a video at five fps, to reduce the frame

redundancy while minimizing information loss. We employ CNNs to encode
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Figure 5.2: The architecture of Joint Sequence Fusion (JSFusion) model. Blue

paths indicate the information flows for multimodal similarity matching tasks,

while green paths for the fill-in-the-blank task. (a) JST composes pairwise

joint representation of language and video sequences into a 3D tensor, using

a soft-attention mechanism. (b) CHD learns hierarchical relation patterns be-

tween the sequences, using a series of convolutional decoding module which

shares parameters for each stage. � is Hadamard product, ⊕ is addition, and ⊗

is multiplication between representation and attentions described in Eq.(5.2)–

(5.4). We omit some fully-connected layers for visualization purpose.

both visual and audial information in videos. For visual description, we extract

the feature map of each frame from the pool5 layer (i.e. R2,048) of ResNet-152

[134] pretrained on ImageNet. For audial information, we extract the feature

map using the VGGish [146] followed by PCA for dimensionality reduction (i.e.

R128). We then concatenate both features as video descriptors (i.e. R2,156). We

denote the video descriptor by {vn}Nn=1 where N is the number of frames in the

video. We limit the maximum number of frames to be Nmax = 40. If a video is

too long, we select Nmax equidistant frames. We observe no performance gain

for larger Nmax. We use n for denoting the video frame index.
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Table 5.1: The detailed setting of layers in the JSFusion model. No padding is

used for each layer. Dk means a fully-connected dense layer, and Convk and

ConGk indicate convolutional and convolutional-gating layer, respectively.

FC layers size

D1v,D1w 512

D2 512

D3, D4 512

D5 256

D6 256

D7 128

D8 1

Conv layer kernel/stride channel

Conv1 3 × 3 / 1 256

ConvG1 3 × 3 / 1 1

Conv2 3 × 3 / 1 256

ConvG2 3 × 3 / 1 1

Conv3 3 × 3 / 2 256

ConvG3 3 × 3 / 2 1

MeanPool 17 × 17 / 17 256

5.3.2 The Joint Semantic Tensor

The Joint Semantic Tensor (JST) first composes pairwise representations be-

tween two multimodal sequences into a 3D tensor. Next, JST applies a self-

gating mechanism to the 3D tensor to refine it as an attention map that discov-

ers fine-grained matching between all pairwise embeddings of the two sequences

while pruning out unmatched joint representations

BLSTM encoders. Give a pair of multimodal sequences, we first represent

them using bidirectional LSTM networks (BLSTM) encoders [137, 138]. It is

often advantageous to consider both future and past contexts to represent each

element in a sequence, which motivates the use of BLSTM encoders. {hft }Tt=1

and {hbt}Tt=1 are the forward and backward hidden states of the BLSTM, re-

spectively:

hft = LSTM(xt,h
f
t−1), hbt = LSTM(xt,h

b
t+1), (5.1)

where we set hbt ,h
f
t ∈ R512, with initializing them as zeros: hbT+1 = hf0 = 0.

Finally, we obtain the representation of each modality at each step by con-

catenating the forward/backward hidden states and the input features: xv,t =

[hfv,t,h
b
v,t,vt] for video frames, and xw,t = [hfw,t,h

b
w,t,wt] for words.
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Attention-based joint embedding. We then feed the output of the

BLSTM encoder into fully-connected (dense) layer [D1] for each modality sep-

arately, which results in D1v(xv), D1w(xw) ∈ RdD1 , where dD1 is a hidden

dimension of [D1]. We summarize the details of all the layers in our JSFusion

model in Table 5.1. Throughout the paper, we denote fully-connected layers as

Dk and convolutional layers as Convk.

Next we compute attention weights α and representation γ, from which we

obtain the JST as a joint embedding between every pair of sequential features:

jnm = αnmγnm, where αnm = σ(wTD2(tnm)), γnm = D4(D3(tnm)), (5.2)

tnm = D1v(xv,n)�D1w(xw,m). (5.3)

� is a hadamard product, σ is a sigmoid function, and w ∈ RdD2 is a learnable

parameter. Since the output of the BLSTM represents each frame conditioned

on the whole video (or each word conditioned on the whole sentence), the at-

tention α is expected to figure out which pairs should be more weighted for the

joint embedding among all possible pairs. For example of Fig.5.2, expectedly,

α3,6(v3, w6) > α8,6(v8, w6), if w6 is truck, and the third video frame contains

the truck while the eighth frame does not.

From Eq.(5.2)–(5.3), we obtain JST in a form a 3D tensor: J = [jn,m]n=1:Nmax
m=1:Mmax

and J ∈ RNmax×Mmax×dD4 .

5.3.3 The Convolutional Hierarchical Decoder

The Convolutional Hierarchical Decoder (CHD) computes a compatibility score

for a pair of multimodal sequences by exploiting the compositionality in the joint

vector space of JST. We pass the JST tensor through a series of a convolutional

(Conv) layer and a Conv-gating block, whose learnable kernels progressively

find matched embeddings from those of each previous layer. That is, starting

from the JST tensor, the CHD recursively activates the weights of positively

aligned pairs than negatively aligned ones.
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Figure 5.3: Attention examples for (a) Joint Semantic Tensor (JST) and (b)

Convolutional Hierarchical Decoder (CHD). Higher values are shown in darker.

(a) JST assigns high weights on positively aligned joint semantics in the two

sequence data. Attentions are highlighted darker where words coincide well

with frames. (b) Each layer in CHD assigns high weights to where structure

patterns are well matched between the two sequence data. For a wrong pair

of sequences, a series of Conv-gating (ConvG2) prune out misaligned patterns

with low weights.

Specifically, we consecutively apply three sets of Conv layer and Conv-gating

to the JST tensor:

J(k) = Convk(J(k−1)) · σ(GonvGk(J(k−1))) (5.4)

for k = 1, 2, 3. We initialize J(0) = J from the JST, and [Convk] is the k-th

Conv layer for joint representation, [ConvGk] is the k-th Conv-gating layer for

matching filters, whose details are summarized in Table 5.1.

We apply mean pooling to J(3) to obtain a single video-sentence vector rep-

resentation Jout (e.g . R17×17×256 → R1×1×256). Finally, we compute similarity

matching score by feeding Jout into four dense layers [D5, D6, D7, D8]:

score =WD8(D7(D6(D5(Jout)))) + bD8 (5.5)

where Dk(x) = tanh(WDkx + bDk), k = 5, 6, 7.

We use the tanh activation function for all dense layers except [D8] that has
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no activation function.

5.3.4 An Illustrative Example of How the JSFusion Model Works

Fig.5.3(a)–(b) illustrate with actual examples how the attentions of JST and

CHD work, respectively. Fig.5.3(a) visualizes the learned attention weights αnm

in Eq.(5.2) of all pairs between frames in a video and words in a positive and a

negative sentence. The attentions are highlighted with higher values (shown in

darker) when the words coincide better with the content in the frames, domi-

nantly in a positive pair.

Fig.5.3(b) visualizes the output J(k) of each Conv layer and Conv-gating

block in Eq.(5.4) for the same example. During training, each Conv layer learns

to compose joint embedding from the one in the lower layer, while the Conv-

gating layer learns hidden structured patterns that are frequently matched in

the training pairs of videos and sentences. At test time, when it comes to com-

pute a similarity score, the Conv-gating layers prune out misaligned patterns;

if the pair is negative where there is no common aligned structure in the two

sequences, as shown in the right of Fig.5.3(b), most elements of J(k) would have

very low values. As a result, the CHD can selectively filter lower-layer infor-

mation that needs to be propagated to the final-layer representation, and the

final layer of CHD assigns a high score only if the jointly aligned patterns are

significant between the two sequence data.

The motivation behind the proposed JSFusion model is that long sequence

data like videos and sentences are too complicated to compare them in a single

vector space, although most previous approaches depend on single LSTM em-

bedding such as neural visual semantic embedding [62] and previous LSMDC

winners [74, 29]. Instead, in our approach, JST first composes a dense pairwise

representation between multimodal sequence data into a 3D tensor, and then

CHD finds multiple matches at word and frame levels and exploits convolu-

tional gated layers to learn the multi-stage similarity matching. Therefore, our
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JST model can be more robust for detecting partial matching between short

phrases and subhots.

5.3.5 Training

We train our JSFusion model using the ranking loss. Each training batch con-

sists of L video-sentence pairs, including a single positive pair and L − 1 ran-

domly sampled negative pairs. We use batch shuffling in every training epoch.

Finally, we train the model using a max-margin structured loss objective as

follows:

L =
∑
k

L∑
l=1

max(0, Sk,l − Sk,l∗ + ∆) + λ||θ||2 (5.6)

where l∗ is the answer pair among L candidates, λ is a hyperparameter and θ

denotes weight parameters. This objective encourages a positive video-sentence

pair to have a higher score than a misaligned negative pair by a margin ∆. We

use λ = 0.0005,∆ = 10 in our experiments. We train all of our models using

the Adam optimizer [124], with an initial learning rate in the range of 10−4. For

regularization, we apply batch normalization [147] to every dense layer, and use

dropout [91] after dense layers [D1, D2, D3] with a rate of 0.5.

5.3.6 Implementation of Video-Language Models

We below discuss how the JSFusion model is implemented for three video-

language tasks, video retrieval, multiple-choice test, and fill-in-the-blank. We

apply the same JSFusion model to both video retrieval and multiple-choice

test with slightly different hyperparameter settings. For the fill-in-the-blank,

we make a minor modification in our model to predict a word for a blank in

the middle of the sentence.

For retrieval. The retrieval model takes a query sentence and ranks 1,000

test videos according to the relevance between the query and videos. For train-

ing, we set L = 10 as the size of each training batch. At test, for each query
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sentence k, we compute scores {Sk,l}l for all videos l in the test set. From

the score matrix, we can rank the videos for the query. As will be presented

in section 5.4.3 and 5.4.4, our method successfully finds hierarchical match-

ing patterns between complex natural language query and video frames with

sounds.

For multiple-choice test. The multiple-choice model takes a video and

five choice sentences among which only one is the correct answer. Since our

model can calculate the compatibility score between the query video and each

sentence choice, we use the same model as the retrieval task. We simply select

the choice with the highest score as an answer. For training, we set L = 10

so that each training batch contains 10 pairs of videos and sentences, which

include only a single correct sentence, four wrong choices, and 5 randomly

selected sentences from other training data.

For fill-in-the-blank. The fill-in-the-blank model takes a video and a sen-

tence with one blank, and predict a correct word for the blank. Since this task

requires more difficult inference (i.e. selecting a word out of vocabulary V, in-

stead of computing a similarity score), we make two modifications as follows.

First, we use deeper dimensions for layers: dD1 = dD5 = dD6 = dD7 = 1, 024,

dD2 = dD3 = dD4 = 2, 048, dD8 = |V|, dConv1 1 = dConv2 1 = dConv3 1 = 1, 024,

instead of the numbers in Table 5.1.

Second, we add a skip-connection part to our model, which is illustrated

as the green paths of Figure 5.2. Letting b as the blank position in the query

sentence, we use the BLSTM output from the blank word token BLANK as a

sentential context of the blank position: tb = D1w(wb). We make a summation

between the output of [D7] ∈ R1,024 and the sentential context tb ∈ R1,024, and

then feed it into [D8] to predict a word.

For training, we set the batch size as L = 32. We use the different objective,
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the cross-entropy loss, because this task is classification rather than ranking:

L = − log p(y) + λ||θ||2 (5.7)

where λ = 0.0005 is hyperparameter and θ is weight parameters. We use dropout

with a rate of 0.2.

5.4 Experiments

We report the experimental results of JSFusion models for the three tasks of

LSMDC [1] and two tasks of MSR-VTT [2].

5.4.1 LSMDC Dataset and Tasks

The LSMDC 2017 consists of four video-language tasks for movie understand-

ing and captioning, among which we focus on the three tasks in our experi-

ments: movie retrieval, multiple-choice test, and fill-in-the-blank. The challenge

provides a subset of the LSMDC dataset, which contains a parallel corpus of

118,114 sentences and 118,081 video clips of about 4–5 seconds long sampled

from 202 movies. We strictly follow the evaluation protocols of the challenge. We

defer more details of the dataset and challenge rules to [1] and the homepage1.

Multiple-choice test. Given a video query and five candidate captions,

the goal is to find the correct one for the query out of five possible choices. The

correct answer is the groundtruth (GT) caption and four other distractors are

randomly chosen from other captions that have different activity-phrase labels

from the correct answer. The evaluation metric is the percentage of correctly

answered test questions out of 10,053 public-test data.

Movie retrieval. The test set consists of 1,000 video/activity phrase pairs

sampled from the LSMDC17 public-test data. Then, the objective is, given

a short query activity-phrase (e.g . answering phone), to find its correspond-

ing video out of 1,000 test videos. The evaluation metrics include Recall@1,

1https://sites.google.com/site/describingmovies/lsmdc-2017.
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Table 5.2: Performance comparison for the movie retrieval task using Recall@k

(R@k, higher is better) and Median Rank (MedR, lower is better). We report

the results on the two datasets of LSMDC [1] (L) and MSR-VTT [2] (M).

Tasks Movie Retrieval

Metrics R@1 R@5 R@10 MedR

Dataset L M L M L M L M

LSTM-fusion 3.0 3.0 8.9 9.6 15.9 17.1 95 67

SA-G+SA-FC7 [15] 3.0 3.1 8.8 9.0 13.2 13.4 114 91

LSTM+SA-FC7 [15] 3.3 3.2 10.2 11.1 15.6 15.7 88 69

C+LSTM+SA-FC7 [15] 4.3 4.2 12.6 12.9 18.9 19.9 98 55

VSE-LSTM [62] 3.1 3.8 10.4 12.7 16.5 17.1 79 66

EITanque [74] 4.7 4.7 15.9 16.6 23.4 24.1 64 41

SNUVL [73] 3.6 3.5 14.7 15.9 23.9 23.8 50 44

CT-SAN [29] 4.5 4.4 14.1 16.6 20.9 22.3 67 35

Miech et al . [148] 7.3 – 19.2 – 27.1 – 52 –

noBLSTM-JSFusion 4.7 5.1 17.2 21.1 25.2 29.1 52 30

LSTM-JSFusion 7.6 9.2 19.2 28.2 27.1 41.1 36 18

JSTmax 6.7 8.8 18.0 29.8 27.2 41.0 39 17

JSTmean 7.5 9.0 20.9 27.2 28.2 40.9 36 18

JSFusion-noattention 6.4 8.7 18.4 27.4 28.4 39.5 41 19

JSFusion-noaudio 9.0 9.2 10.9 28.3 32.1 41.3 39 17

JSFusion 9.1 10.2 11.2 31.2 34.1 43.2 36 13

Recall@5, Recall@10, and Median Rank (MedR). The Recall@k means the per-

centage of GT videos in the first k retrieved videos, and the MedR indicates

the median rank of GT videos. The challenge winner is determined by the

metric of Recall@10. Each algorithm predicts 1, 000 × 1, 000 pairwise ranking

scores between phrases and videos, from which all the evaluation metrics are

calculated.

Movie fill-in-the-blank. This track is related to visual question answering.

The task is, given a video clip and a sentence with a blank in it, to predict a

single correct word for the blank. The test set includes 30,000 examples from
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Table 5.3: Left: Performance comparison for the multiple-choice test using the

accuracy in percentage. We report the results on the two datasets of LSMDC

(L) and MSR-VTT (M). Right: Accuracy comparison (in percentage) for the

movie fill-in-the-blank task.

Multiple-Choice Accuracy

Dataset L M

LSTM-fusion 52.8 38.3

SA-G+SA-FC7 [15] 55.1 55.8

LSTM+SA-FC7 [15] 56.3 59.1

C+LSTM+SA-FC7 [15] 58.1 60.2

VSE-LSTM [62] 63.0 67.3

SNUVL [73] 63.1 65.4

ST-VQA-Sp.Tp [13] 63.5 66.1

EITanque [74] 63.7 65.5

CT-SAN [29] 63.8 66.4

noBLSTM-JSFusion 64.7 68.7

LSTM-JSFusion 72.1 79.7

JSTmax 68.3 74.4

JSTmean 70.2 80.0

JSFusion-noattention 69.4 79.2

JSFusion-noaudio 72.5 82.9

JSFusion 73.5 83.4

Fill-in-the-Blank Accuracy

Text-only BLSTM [93] 32.0

Text-only Human [93] 30.2

GoogleNet-2D + C3D [93] 35.7

Ask Your Neurons [149] 33.2

Merging-LSTM [143] 34.2

SNUVL [73] 38.0

CT-SAN [29] 41.9

LR/RL LSTMs [144] 40.9

LR/RL LSTMs (Ensemble) [144] 43.5

noBLSTM-JSFusion 42.9

LSTM-JSFusion 43.7

JSTmax 41.3

JSTmean 44.2

JSTmean-noattention 44.5

JSFusion-noaudio 45.26

JSFusion 45.52

Human [93] 68.7

10,000 clips (i.e. about 3 blanks per sentence). The evaluation metric is the

prediction accuracy (i.e. the percentage of predicted words that match with

GTs).

5.4.2 MSR-VTT-(RET/MC) Dataset and Tasks

The MSR-VTT [2] is a large-scale video description dataset. It collects 118

videos per query of 257 popular queries, and filters manually to 7,180 videos.

From the videos, it selects 10K video clips with 41.2 hours and 200K clip-

sentence pairs.
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Based on the MSR-VTT dataset, we newly create two video-text matching

tasks: (i) multiple-choice test and (ii) video retrieval. The task objectives for

these tasks are identical to those of corresponding tasks in the LSMDC bench-

mark. To collect annotations for the two tasks, we exactly follow the protocols

that are used in the LSMDC dataset, as described in [15].

Multiple-choice test: We generate 2,990 questions in total for the multiple-

choice test, using all the test video clips of MSR-VTT. For each test video, we

use the associated GT caption for the correct answer, while randomly sampled

descriptions from other test data for four negative choices.

Video retrieval: For retrieval, we first sample 1,000 pairs of video clips

and description queries from the test set of MSR-VTT We use 1,000 as the

size of the test set, following the LSMDC benchmark. As a result, the retrieval

task is to find out the video that corresponds to the query caption out of 1000

candidates.

5.4.3 Quantitative Results

Table 5.2–5.3 summarize the quantitative results of our experiments for the

three video-language tasks. For LSMDC experiments, we repot the results in

the published papers and in the official evaluation server of LSMDC 2017.

For MSR-VTT experiments, we run some participants of LSMDC, includ-

ing SNUVL, EITanque, VSE-LSTM, ST-VQA-Sp.Tp and CT-SAN, using the

source codes provided by the original authors. We implement the other base-

lines by ourselves, only except Miech et al . that require an additional person

tracker, which is unavailable to use. Note that our method denoted by (JSFu-

sion) is not an ensemble model but learned once. Other variants of our method

will be discussed in details below in the ablation study.

Table 5.2–5.3 clearly show that our JSFusion achieves the best performance

with significant margins from all the baselines over the three tasks on both

datasets. That is, the two components of our approach, JST and CHD, indeed
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helps measure better the semantic similarity between multimodal sequences

than a wide range of state-of-the-art models, such as a multimodal embedding

method (VSE-LSTM), a spatio-temporal attention-based QA model (ST-VQA-

Sp.Tp), and a language model based QA inference (Text-only BLSTM). Encour-

agingly, the JSFusion single model outperforms even the ensemble method of

runner-up (LR/RL LSTMs) in the fill-in-the-blank task.

Ablation study. We conduct ablation experiments on different variants of

our JSFusion model and present the results in Table 5.2–5.3. As one of the most

naive variants of our model, we test a simple LSTM baseline (LSTM-fusion),

which only carries out the Hadamard product on a pair of final states of video

and language LSTM encoders. That is, (LSTM-fusion) is a similar model to our

JSFusion but has neither JST nor CHD, which are the two main contributions

of our model. We train the LSTM-fusion baseline in the same way as done for

the JSFusion model in section 5.3.5. As easily expected, the performance of

(LSTM-fusion) is significantly worse than our JSFusion model in all the tasks.

To further validate the contribution of each component, we remove or re-

place key components of our model with simpler ones. First, to understand the

effectiveness of BLSTM encoding for JST, we test two baselines: (noBLSTM-

JST) that replaces BLSTM with fully-connected layers and (LSTM-JST) that

replaces BLSTM with LSTM. (JSTmax) and (JSTmean) denote our variants

that use max pooling and mean pooling, instead of the Convk convolutional lay-

ers in CHD. We only replace all Convk operations to max pooling or mean pool-

ing, which uses fixed operations instead of convolutions with learnable kernels.

Interestingly, these two variants show better performance than all the baselines,

meaning that the weighted sum of joint embedding in JST itself is highly power-

ful to correctly measure the similarity between multi-modal sequences. Nonethe-

less, the original JSFusion model with CHD improves the performance nontriv-

ially on all the tasks on both datasets. We also compare our best model with

(JSFusion-noattention) that discards Conv-gating operations of CHD. Com-
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pared to the model with Conv-gating in Eq.(5.4), the (JSFusion-noattention)

show nontrivial performance drops as follows: MC (acc): 2.1%p, 2.2%p, RET

(R@10): 5.7%p, 3.7p% for LSMDC and MSR-VTT, respectively. We also test

our model with using no audio information denoted by (JSFusion-noattention),

which is also much better than other baselines but only slightly worse than our

original model.

5.4.4 Qualitative Results

Fig.5.4 illustrates qualitative results of our JSFusion algorithm with correct

(left) and near-miss (right) examples for each task. In each set, we show natural

language query and sampled frames of a video. We present both groundtruth

(GT), our prediction (Ours).

Movie retrieval. Fig.5.4(a) is an example that our model can understand

human behaviors like gaze. Fig.5.4(b) shows the model’s failure to distinguish a

small motion (e.g . facial expression), and simply retrieve the videos containing

the face of a woman. Fig.5.4(c) shows that our model successfully catches the

features of horses in both web videos and 3D animation, and correctly select

the highest ranking video by focusing on the word stall. In Fig.5.4(d), although

the model can retrieve relevant videos of cooking with bowl, it fails to find out

the answer video that contains the query description of baking mix.

Movie multiple-choice test. Fig.5.4(e) delivers an evidence that our

model uses the whole sentence for computing matching scores, because the

model successfully chooses 5○ instead of 1○ that shares the same phrases (e.g .

shakes his head). Fig.5.4(f) is an example of focusing on a wrong video subse-

quence, where our model chooses the word club by looking at a subsequence

with crowded people, but the answer is related to another subsequence with

grandmother. Fig.5.4(g) is an example that the model learns words in a phrase.

Choice 4○ can be very tempting, since it contains the word kids, tv and show.

But our model successfully choose the right answer by identifying that kids tv
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① SOMEONE steps back into the elevator.

② SOMEONE offers her hands, guides her sister up from her seat.

③ Grandma watches her eyes wide and round behind her 

glasses. (GT Answer)

④ At the club.

⑤ SOMEONE rests her head on SOMEONE's shoulder and frowns 

uneasily.

① Looking away, SOMEONE shakes his head.

② SOMEONE lands on top of him. 

③ In the audience, SOMEONE's goateed friend and SOMEONE 

share a table with SOMEONE.

④ SOMEONE opens the gate and steps through.

⑤ SOMEONE smiles tightly and SOMEONE shakes his 

head. (GT Answer)
(e)

Q : Meeting SOMEONE's sincere gaze, SOMEONE takes a 

shaky breath.

Q : The woman scowls suspiciously.

(a)

Blank Sentence : SOMEONE takes a _____ picture.

Answer : flash Our result : framed

(i) (j)

Blank Sentence : He enters the headmistress' office and shuts the 

_____.

Answer : door Our result : door

Correct Wrong

(f)

(b) 12th

Q : A brown horse in a stall. Q : A baking mix is stirred in a bowl while oil is added.

(c) (d) 5th

① A video game player rides a motorcycle

② A group of girls are talking about colors

③ There is a man in black dressing talking in front of a monitor

④ There is a lady is sitting before the food sandwich

⑤ Adding ingredients to a pizza (GT Answer)

① Screen recording of someone searching the internet with voice 

over of man with indian accent

② A comic about a young girl with super powers

③ A young boy speaks to the judges on the tv show the voice. 

(GT Answer)

④ Scene from a kids tv show

⑤ There is a black car moving without control

(g) (h)

Figure 5.4: Qualitative examples of the three video-language tasks: movie re-
trieval on LSMDC (a)-(b) and MSR-VTT-RET (c)-(d), multiple-choice on
LSMDC (e)-(f) and MSR-VTT-MC (g)-(h), and (i)-(j) fill-in-the-blank on
LSMDC. The left column shows correct examples, while the right column shows
near-miss examples. In (b),(d), we show our retrieval ranks of the GT clips (in
the red box).

show and kids in tv show mean differently. Fig.5.4(h) shows that our model

fails to distinguish the details of food like sandwich and pizza.

Movie fill-in-the-blank. In Fig.5.4(i), the model successfully finds the

answer by using both structural information of a sentence and a video (e.g .

door is a likely word after shuts the). Fig.5.4(j) is an example that the model
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focuses too much on the word picture that follows the blank, instead of visual

information, and thus choose a wrong answer framed picture rather than flash

picture.

5.5 Conclusion

We proposed the Joint Sequence Fusion (JSFusion) model for learning hier-

archical relations between two multimodal sequence data, to measure their se-

mantic similarity. The two key components of the model, Joint Semantic Tensor

(JST) and Convolutional Hierarchical Decoder (CHD), are easily adaptable in

many video-and-language tasks, including multimodal matching or video ques-

tion answering. We demonstrated that our method significantly improved the

performance of video understanding through natural language description. Our

method achieved the best performance in three challenge track of LSMDC, and

outperformed many state-of-the-art models for VQA and retrieval tasks on the

MSR-VTT dataset.

Moving forward, we plan to expand the applicability of the JSFusion model;

since our method is applicable to any multimodal sequence data, we can explore

other retrieval tasks of different modalities, such as videos-to-voices or text-to-

human motions.
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Chapter 6

Character Re-Identification and
Character Grounding for Movie
Understanding

6.1 Introduction

Searching persons in videos accompanying with free-form natural language de-

scriptions is a challenging problem in computer vision and natural language

research [3, 150, 151, 1]. For example, in the story-driven videos such as movies

and TV series, distinguishing who is who is a prerequisite to understanding the

relationships between characters in the storyline. Thanks to the recent rapid

progress of deep neural network models for joint visual-language representation

[11, 15, 16, 152], it has begun to be an achievable goal to understand interactions

of characters that reside in the complicated storyline of videos and associate

text.

In this work, we tackle the problem of character grounding and re-identification

in consecutive pairs of movie video clips and corresponding language descrip-

tions. The character grounding indicates the task of locating the character men-

tioned in the text within videos. The re-identification can be done in both text
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[SOMEONE] 

approaches 

[SOMEONE], who 

leans against ~

[SOMEONE] 

heads off.

! = {$%, $' ⋯ , $)}

His brow furrowed, 

[SOMEONE] 

looks down

at the ground

[SOMEONE] eyes 

him angrily, her 

jaw  clenched.

[SOMEONE] folds 

her arms.

(1) Video Re-Id

(3) Text Re-Id

(2) Character Grounding

[PERSON1] 
[PERSON2] 

+ = {,%, ,' ⋯ , ,)}

Figure 6.1: The problem statement. Given consecutive C pairs of video clips and
corresponding language descriptions, our CiSIN model aims at solving three
multimodal tasks in a mutually rewarding way. Character grounding is the
identity matching between person tracks and [SOMEONE] tokens. Video/text
re-identification is the identity matching between person tracks in videos and
[SOMEONE] tokens in text, respectively.

and image domain; it groups the tracks of the same person across video clips

or identifies tokens of the identical person across story sentences. As the main

testbed of our research, we choose the recently proposed Fill-in the Characters

task of the Large Scale Movie Description Challenge (LSMDC) 2019 [1], since

it is one of the most large-scale and challenging datasets for character matching

in videos and associated text. Its problem statement is as follows. Given five

pairs of video clips and text descriptions that include the [SOMEONE] tokens for

characters, the goal is to identify which [SOMEONE] tokens are identical to one

another. This task can be tackled minimally with text re-identification but can

be synergic to jointly solve with video re-identification and character grounding.

We propose a new model named Character-in-Story Identification Network

(CiSIN) to jointly solve the character grounding and video/text re-identification

in a mutually rewarding way, as shown in Figure 6.1. The character ground-

ing, which connects the characters between different modalities, complements

both visual and linguistic domains to improve re-identification performance. In

addition, each character’s grounding can be better solved by closing the loop

between both video/text re-identification and neighboring character ground-
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ings.

Our method proposes two semantically informative representations. First,

Visual Track Embedding (VTE) involves motion, face and body-part informa-

tion of the tracks from videos. Second, Textual Character Embedding (TCE)

learns rich information of characters and their actions from text using BERT [27].

They are trained together to share various multimodal information via multi-

ple objectives, including character grounding, video/text re-identification and

attribute prediction. The two representations are powerful enough for simple

MLPs to achieve state-of-the-art performance on the target tasks.

We summarize the contributions of this work as follows.

1. We propose the CiSIN model that can jointly tackle character grounding

and re-identification in both video and text narratives. To the best of our

knowledge, our work is the first to jointly solve these three tasks, each

of which has been addressed separately in previous research. Our model

is jointly trained via multi-task objectives of these complementary tasks

in order to create synergetic effects from one domain to another and vice

versa.

2. Our CiSIN model achieves the best performance so far in two benchmarks

datasets: LSMDC 2019 challenge [1] and M-VAD Names [3] dataset. The

CiSIN model attains the best accuracy in the Fill-in the Characters task

of LSMDC 2019 challenges. Moreover, it achieves the new state-of-the-art

results on grounding and re-identification tasks in M-VAD Names.

6.2 Related Work

Linking characters with visual tracks. There has been a long line of work

that aims to link character names in movie or TV scripts with their correspond-

ing visual tracks [153, 154, 155, 150, 156, 157, 158, 159]. However, this line of

research deals with more constrained problems than ours; for example, having
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the templates of main characters or knowing which characters appear in a clip.

On the other hand, our task requires person grounding and re-identification in

more free-formed multiple sentences, without ever seeing characters before.

Human retrieval with natural language. Visual content retrieval with

natural language queries has been mainly addressed by joint visual-language

embedding models [15, 62, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 160, 161], and extended to the

video domain [11, 15, 16]. Such methodologies have also been applied to movie

description datasets such as MPII-MD [151] and M-VAD Names [3]. Pini et

al . [3] propose a neural network that learns a joint multimodal embedding

for human tracking in videos and verb embedding in text. Rohrbach et al .

[151] develop an attention model that aligns human face regions and mentioned

characters in the description. However, most previous approaches tend to focus

on the retrieval of human bounding boxes with sentence queries in a single clip

while ignoring story coherence. On the other hand, our model understands the

context within consecutive videos and sentences; thereby can achieve the best

result reported so far in the human retrieval in the video story.

Person re-identification in multiple videos. The goal of person re-

identification (re-id) is to associate with identical individuals across multiple

camera views [162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172]. Some

methods exploit part information for better re-identification against occlusion

and pose variation [173, 174, 175]. However, this line of work often has dealt

with visual information only and exploited the videos with less diverse human

appearances (e.g . standing persons taken from CCTV) than movies taken by

various camerawork (e.g . head shots, half body shots and two shots). Moreover,

our work takes a step further by considering the video description context of

story-coherent multiple clips for character search and matching.

Visual co-reference resolution. Visual co-reference resolves pronouns

and linked character mentions in text with the character appearances in video

clips. Ramanathan et al . [150] address the co-reference resolution in TV show
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description with the aid of character visual models and linguistic co-reference

resolution features. Rohrbach et al . [151] aim generate video descriptions with

grounded and co-referenced characters. In the visual dialogue domain [176, 152],

the visual co-reference problem is addressed to identify the same entity/object

instances in an image for answering questions with pronouns. On the other

hand, we focus on identifying all character mentions blanked as [SOMEONE]

tokens in multiple descriptions. This is inherently different from the co-reference

resolution that can use pronouns or explicit gender information (e.g . she, him)

as clues.

6.3 Approach

Problem Statement. We address the problem of character identity matching

in the movie clips and associated text descriptions. To be specific, we follow

the Fill-in the Characters task of the Large Scale Movie Description Challenge

(LSMDC) 20191. As shown in Figure 6.1, the input is a sequence of C pairs of

video clips and associated descriptions that may include the [SOMEONE] tokens

for characters (i.e. C = 5 in LSMDC 2019). The [SOMEONE] tokens correspond

to proper nouns or pronouns of characters in the original description. The goal

of the task is to replace the [SOMEONE] tokens with local character IDs that are

consistent within the input set of clips, not globally in the whole movie.

We decompose the Fill-in the Characters task into three subtasks: (i) char-

acter grounding finds the character tracks of each [SOMEONE] token in the video,

(ii) video re-identification that groups visual tracks of the identical character

in videos and (iii) text re-identification that connects between the [SOMEONE]

tokens of the same person. We define these three subtasks because each of them

is an important research problem with its own applications, and jointly solving

the problems is mutually rewarding. Thereby we can achieve the best result re-

ported so far on LSMDC 2019 and M-VAD Names [3] (See the details in section

1https://sites.google.com/site/describingmovies/lsmdc-2019.
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6.4).

In the following, we first present how to define person tracks from videos

(section 6.3.1). We then discuss two key representations of our model: Visual

Track Embedding (VTE) for person tracks (section 6.3.2) and Textual Charac-

ter Embedding (TCE) for [SOMEONE] tokens (section 6.3.3). We then present

the details of our approach to character grounding (section 6.3.4) and video/text

re-identification (section 6.3.5). Finally, we discuss how to train all the compo-

nents of our model via multiple objectives so that the solution to each subtask

helps one another (section 6.3.6). Figure 6.2 illustrates the overall architecture

of our model.

6.3.1 Video Preprocessing

For each of C video clips, we first resize it to 224×224 and uniformly sample

24 frames per second. We then detect multiple person tracks as basic character

instances in videos for grounding and re-identification tasks. That is, the tasks

reduce to the matching problems between person tracks and [SOMEONE] tokens.

Person tracks. We obtain person tracks {tm}Mm=1 as follows. M denotes

the number of person tracks throughout C video clips. First, we detect bounding

boxes (bbox) of human bodies using the rotation robust CenterNet [177] and

group them across consecutive frames using the DeepSORT tracker [178]. The

largest bbox in each track is regarded as its representative image {hm}Mm=1,

which can be used as a simple representation of the person track.

Face regions. Since person tracks are not enough to distinguish “who is

who”, we detect the faces for better identification. In every frame, we obtain

face regions using MTCNN [179] and resize them to 112×112. We then associate

each face detection with the person track that has the highest IoU score.

Track metadata. We extract track metadata {mm}Mm=1, which include the

(x, y) coordinates, the track length and the size of the representative image hm.

All of them are normalized with respect to the original clip size and duration.
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6.3.2 Visual Track Embedding

For better video re-identification, it is critical to correctly measure the similarity

between track i and track j. As rich semantic representation of tracks, we build

Visual Track Embedding (VTE) as a set of motion, face and body-part features.

Motion embedding. We apply the I3D network [180] to each video clip

and obtain the last CONV feature of the final Inception module, whose dimen-

sion is (time, width, height, feature) = (b t8c, 7, 7, 1024). That is, each set of 8

frames is represented by a 7 × 7 feature map whose dimension is 1024. Then,

we extract motion embedding {im}Mm=1 of each track by mean-pooling over the

cropped spatio-temporal tensor of this I3D feature.

Face embedding. We obtain the face embedding {fm}Mm=1 of a track, by

applying ArcFace [181] to all face regions of the track and mean-pooling over

them.

Body-part embedding. To more robustly represent visual tracks against

the ill-posed views or cameraworks (e.g . no face is shown), we also utilize the

body parts of a character in a track (e.g . limb and torso). We first extract the

pose keypoints using the pose detector of [177], and then obtain the body-part

embedding {{pm,k}Kk=1}Mm=1 by selecting keypoint-corresponding coordinates

from the last CONV layer (7×7×2048) of ImageNet pretrained ResNet-50 [134]:

pm,k = ResNet(hm)[xk, yk], (6.1)

where pm,k is the representation of the k-th keypoint in a pose, hm is the rep-

resentative image of the track, and (xi, yi) is a relative position of the keypoint.

To ensure the quality of pose estimation, we only consider keypoints whose

confidences are above a certain threshold (τ = 0.3).

In summary, VTE of each track m includes three sets of embeddings for

motion, face and body parts: VTE = {im, fm,pm}.
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Figure 6.2: Overview of the proposed Character-in-Story Identification Network
(CiSIN) model. Using (a) Textual Character Embedding (TCE) (section 6.3.3)
and (b) Visual Track Embedding (VTE) (section 6.3.2), we obtain the (c) bipar-
tite Character Grounding Graph G (section 6.3.4). We build (d)–(e) Video/Text
Re-Id Graph V and L, from which (f) Character Identity Graph C is created.
Based on the graphs, we can perform the three subtasks jointly.

6.3.3 Textual Character Embedding

Given C sentences, we make a unified language representation of the charac-

ters (i.e. [SOMEONE] tokens), named Textual Character Embedding (TCE) as

follows.

Someone embedding. We use the BERT model [27] to embed the [SOMEONE]

tokens in the context of C consecutive sentences. We load pretrained BERT-

Base-Uncased with initial weights. We denote each sentence {wc
l }
Wc
l=1 where Wc

is the number of words in the c-th sentence. As an input to the BERT model,

we concatenate the C sentences {{wc
l }
Wc
l=1}

C
c=1 by placing the [SEP] token in

each sentence boundary. We obtain the embedding of each [SOMEONE] token as

bn = BERT({{wc
l }
Wc
l=1}

C
c=1, k), (6.2)

where k is the position of the [SOMEONE] token. We let this word representation
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{bn}Nn=1 (i.e. the BERT output at position k), where N is the number of

[SOMEONE] tokens in the C sentences.

Action embedding. For a better representation of characters, we also con-

sider the actions of [SOMEONE] described in the sentences. We build a depen-

dency tree for each sentence with the Stanford Parser [182], and find the ROOT

word associated with [SOMEONE], which is generally the verb of the sentence.

We then obtain the ROOT word representation {an}Nn=1 as done in Eq.(6.2).

In summary, TCE of each character n includes two sets of embeddings

for someone and action. Since they have the same dimension as the output

of BERT, we simply concatenate them as a single embedding: TCE = sn =

[bn; an].

6.3.4 Character Grounding

For each clip c, we perform the character grounding using VTE = {im, fm,pm}

of person tracks tm (section 6.3.2) and TCE = sn = [bn; an] of characters

(section 6.3.3). Due to the heterogeneous nature of our VTE (i.e. fm contains

appearance information such as facial expression while im does motion informa-

tion), we separately fuse VTE with TCE and then concatenate to form fused

ground representation gn,m:

gface
n,m = MLP(sn)�MLP(fm), gmotion

n,m = MLP(sn)�MLP(im), (6.3)

gn,m = [MLP(mm); gface
n,m; gmotion

n,m ], (6.4)

where � is a Hadamard product, [;] is concatenation, mm is the track metadata,

and the MLP is made up of two FC layers with the identical output dimension.

Finally, we calculate the bipartite Grounding Graph G ∈ RN×M as

Gnm = g(sn, tm) = MLP(gn,m), (6.5)

where the MLP consists of two FC layers with the scalar output.

Attributes. In addition to visual and textual embeddings, there are some

attributes of characters that may be helpful for grounding. For example, as in
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MPII-MD Co-ref [151], gender information can be an essential factor for match-

ing characters. However, most [SOMEONE] tokens have vague context to hardly

infer gender information, although some of them may be clear like gendered

pronouns (e.g . she, he) or nouns (e.g . son, girl). Thus, we add an auxiliary

attribute module that predicts the gender of [SOMEONE] using bn as input:

attrlogit = σ(MLP(bn)), (6.6)

where the MLP has two FC layers with scalar output, and σ is a sigmoid

function.

The predicted attribute is neither explicitly used for any grounding or re-

identification tasks. Instead, the module is jointly trained with other compo-

nents to encourage the shared character representation to learn the gender con-

text implicitly. Moreover, it is straightforward to extend this attribute module

to other information beyond gender like the characters’ roles.

6.3.5 Re-Identification

We present our method to solve video/text re-identification tasks, and explain

how to aggregate all subtasks to achieve the Fill-in the Characters task.

Video Re-Id Graph. We calculate the Video Re-Id Graph V ∈ RM×M

that indicates the pairwise similarity scores between person tracks. We use the

face and body-part embeddings of VTE. We first calculate the face matching

score of track i and j, namely fi,j , by applying a 2-layer MLP to face embedding

fm followed by a dot product and a scaling function:

fi,j = wscalef f ′i · f ′j + bscalef , f ′m = MLP(fm), (6.7)

where wscalef , bscalef ∈ R are learnable scalar weights for scaling.

We next calculate the pose-guided body-part matching score qi,j . Unlike

conventional re-identification tasks, movies may not contain full keypoints of

a character due to camerawork like upper body close up shots. Therefore, we
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Figure 6.3: Pose-based body-part matching. We only consider keypoints that
appear across scenes with confidences scores above a certain threshold τ(= 0.3)
such as right/left shoulder and right elbow, while ignoring right wrist as it falls
short of the threshold.

only consider the pairs of keypoints that are visible in both tracks (Figure 6.3):

qi,j =
wscalep

Zi,j

∑
k

δi,kδj,kpi,k · pj,k + bscalep , (6.8)

where pi,k is the body-part embedding of VTE for keypoint k of track i, δi,k

is its binary visibility value (1 if visible otherwise 0), Zi,j =
∑

k δi,kδj,k is a

normalizing constant and wscalep , bscalep are scalar weights.

Finally, we obtain Video Re-Id Graph V by summing both face matching

score and body-part matching score:

Vi,j = fi,j + qi,j . (6.9)

Text Re-Id Graph. The Text Re-Id Graph L ∈ RN×N measure the simi-

larity between every pair of [SOMEONE] token as

Li,j = σ(MLP(bi � bj)), (6.10)

where � is a Hadamard product, σ is a sigmoid and the MLP has two FC layers.

Solutions to three subtasks. Since we have computed all pairwise simi-

larity between and within person tracks and [SOMEONE] tokens in Eq.(6.5 and

Eq.(6.9)–(6.10), we can achieve the three tasks by thresholding. We perform the
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character grounding by finding the column with the maximum value for each

row in the bipartite Grounding Graph G ∈ RN×M . The video re-identification

is carried out by finding the pair whose score in Video Re-Id Graph V is pos-

itive. Finally, the text re-identification can be done as will be explained below

for the Fill-in the Characters task since they share the same problem setting.

Fill-in the characters task. We acquire the Character Identity Graph C:

C = avg(L,R) where R = σ(GVGT ), Gn = argmaxm∈Mc
g(sn, tm), (6.11)

where σ is a sigmoid, G ∈ RN×M is the bipartite Grounding Graph in Eq.(6.5),

V ∈ RM×M is the Video Re-Id Graph in Eq.(6.9), and L ∈ RN×N is the Text

Re-Id Graph in Eq.(6.10). We perform the Fill-in the Characters task by finding

Cij ≥ 0.5, for which we decide [SOMEONE] token i and j as the same character.

Although we can solve the task using only the Text Re-Id graph L, the key

idea of Eq.(6.11) is that we also consider the other loop leveraging character

grounding G and the Video Re-Id graph V. That is, we find the best matching

track for each token in the same clip c, where Mc is the candidate tracks in

the clip c. We then use the Video Re-Id graph to match tracks and apply G

again to find their character tokens. Finally, we average the scores from these

two loops of similarity between [SOMEONE] tokens.

6.3.6 Joint Training

We perform joint training of all components in the CiSIN model so that both

VTE and TCE representation share rich multimodal semantic information, and

subsequently help solve character grounding and video/text re-identification in

a mutually rewarding way. We first introduce the loss functions.

Losses. For character grounding, we use a triplet loss where a positive

pair maximizes the ground matching score g in Eq.(6.5) while a negative one
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minimizes

L(s, t, t−) = max(0, α− g(s, t) + g(s, t−)), (6.12)

L(s, t, s−) = max(0, α− g(s, t) + g(s−, t)), (6.13)

where α is a margin, (s, t) is a positive pair, t− is a negative track, and s− is a

negative token. For video re-identification, we also use a triplet loss:

L(t0, t+, t−) = max(0, β −V0,+ + V0,−) (6.14)

where β is a margin and V is the score in Video Re-Id Graph. (t0, t+) and

(t0, t−) are positive and negative track pair, respectively. For text re-identification,

we train parameters to make Character Identity Graph C in Eq.(6.11) closer to

the ground truth Cgt with a binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss. When computing

C in Eq.(6.11), we replace the argmax of Gn with the softmax for differentiabil-

ity: Gn = softmaxm∈Mg(sn, tm). Additionally, the attribute module is trained

with the binary cross-entropy loss for gender class (i.e. female, male).

Training. We use all losses to train the model jointly. While fixing the

parameters in the motion embedding (I3D) and the face embedding (ArcFace),

we update all the other parameters in all MLPs, ResNets and BERTs during

training. Notably, BERT models in TCE are trained by multiple losses (i.e.

character grounding, text re-identification and the attribute loss) to learn better

multimodal representation.

In Eq.(6.11), the Grounding Graph G is a bipartite graph for cross-domain

retrieval between the Text Re-Id Graph L and the Video Re-Id Graph V. The

bipartite graph G identifies a subgraph of V for the characters mentioned in

the text such that the subgraph is topologically similar to L. By joint training

of multiple losses, the similarity metric between the visual and textual represen-

tation of the same character increases, consequently improving both character

grounding and re-identification performance.

Details. We unify the hidden dimension size of all MLPs as 1024 and use

the leaky ReLU activation for every FC layer in our model. The whole model is
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trained with the Adam optimizer [124] with a learning rate of 10−5 and a weight

decay of 10−8. We train for 86K iterations for 15 epochs. We set the margin

α = 3.0 for the triplet loss in Eq.(6.12)–(6.13) and β = 2.0 for Eq.(6.14).

6.4 Experiments

We evaluate the proposed CiSIN model in two benchmarks of character ground-

ing and re-identification: M-VAD Names [3] dataset and LSMDC 2019 challenge

[1], on which we achieve new state-of-the-art performance.

6.4.1 Experimental Setup

M-VAD Names. We experiment three tasks with M-VAD Names [3] dataset:

character grounding and video/text re-identification. We group five successive

clips into a single set, which is the same setting with LSMDC 2019, to evaluate

the model’s capability to understand the story in multiple videos and text. M-

VAD Names dataset is annotated with persons’ name and their face tracks,

which we use as ground truth for training.

For evaluation of character grounding, we measure the accuracy by check-

ing whether the positive track is correctly identified. For evaluation of video

re-identification, we predict the Video Re-Id Graph and then calculate the

accuracy by comparing it with the ground truth. For evaluation of text re-

identification, we calculate the accuracy with the ground truth character match-

ing graph.

LSMDC 2019. We report experimental results for the Fill-in the Charac-

ters task of LSMDC 2019 [1], which is the superset of M-VAD dataset [115].

Contrary to M-VAD Names, LSMDC 2019 only provides local ID ground truths

of [SOMEONE] tokens with no other annotation (e.g . face bbox annotation and

characters’ names). We exactly follow the evaluation protocol of the challenge.
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Table 6.1: Results of video re-identification on the validation set of M-VAD
Names [3].

Video Re-Id Accuracy

ResNet-50 (ImageNet pretrained) 0.607
strong-ReID-baseline [183] 0.617
Face+fullbody+poselets [184] 0.776
Face+head+body+upperbody [185] 0.779
RANet visual context [172] 0.787

CiSIN Face only 0.783
+ Human bbox 0.781
+ Body parts 0.799
+ Body parts + Text 0.806

Table 6.2: Results of character grounding (left) and text re-identification
(right) on the validation set of M-VAD Names [3]. Attr, Text, Visual and
Grounding means joint training with the attribute module, Text Re-Id Graph,
Video Re-Id Graph and Character Grounding Graph, respectively.

Character Grounding Accuracy

M-VAD Names [3] 0.621
MPII-MD Co-ref [186] 0.622

CiSIN w/o motion 0.606
CiSIN w/o Attr & Text 0.651
CiSIN w/o Text 0.673
CiSIN 0.684

Text Re-Id Accuracy

BERT baseline [27] 0.734
JSFusion [30] with BERT 0.744

CiSIN w/o Grounding & Visual 0.743
CiSIN w/o Visual 0.754
CiSIN w/o Text 0.737
CiSIN 0.767

6.4.2 Quantitative Results

M-VAD Names. Table 6.1 summarizes the quantitative results of video re-

identification tasks. We compare with state-of-the-art strong-ReID-baseline [183]

using the official implementation2 which is pretrained on market-1501 [166]. For

fair comparison, we choose the same ResNet-50 as the CNN backbone. We also

test other visual cue-based baselines [184, 185, 172] using the same face and

body features with CiSIN. We then fine-tune the model with M-VAD Names

dataset.

Despite its competence in person re-identification research, the strong-ReID-

baseline significantly underperforms our model by 18.9% of accuracy drop. M-

VAD Names dataset contains much more diverse person appearances in terms

of postures, sizes and ill-posedness (e.g . extremely wide shots, partial and back

2https://github.com/michuanhaohao/reid-strong-baseline.
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views), which makes the existing re-identification model hard to attain compet-

itive scores. In ablation studies, our model with only face embedding achieves

a considerable gain of 16.6%, which implies that utilizing facial information is

crucial for re-identification in movies. However, adding simple average-pooled

human bbox embedding (+ Human bbox in Table 6.1) does not improve the

performance. Instead, combining with our body-part embedding (pm) yields

better accuracy, meaning that it can convey full-body information better than

simple bbox embedding especially when human appearances are highly diverse.

The variant (+ Text) in Table 6.1 uses the grounding and text matching to fur-

ther improve video re-identification accuracy, as done in Eq.(6.11). We update

the Video Re-Id Graph as V = V +λGTLG, where λ is a trainable parameter,

G is the bipartite Grounding Graph, and L is the Text Re-Id Graph. The result

hints that contextual information inside the text helps improve re-identification

in videos.

Table 6.2 presents the results of character grounding and text re-identification

in M-VAD Names dataset. For character grounding, we report the results of two

state-of-the-art models and different variants of our CiSIN model. Originally,

the MPII-MD Co-ref [151] is designed to link the given character’s name and

gender to corresponding visual tracks. For fair comparison, we use the super-

vised version in [186] that utilizes ground truth track information, but do not

provide exact character name nor gender information at test time. Our model

outperforms existing models with large margins. Moreover, joint training en-

hances our grounding performance by 3.3%p than näıvely trained CiSIN w/o

Attr & Text.

For the text-re identification task, we use JSFusion [30] and the BERT of

our model with no other component as the baselines. JSFusion is the model

that won the LSMDC 2017 and we modify its Fill-in-the blank model to be

applicable to the new task of Fill-in the Characters. The CiSIN w/o Grounding

& Visual indicates this BERT variant with additional joint training with the
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Table 6.3: Quantitative results of the “Fill-in the Characters in Description”
task for blinded test dataset in LSMDC 2019 challenge. * denotes the scores
from the final official scores reported in LSMDC 2019 challenge slides.

Fill-in the Characters Accuracy

Human median* 0.870
Human (w/o video) median* 0.700

Official baseline* 0.639
YASA* 0.648

CiSIN (Visual-only) 0.620
CiSIN (Text-only) 0.639
CiSIN (Separate training) 0.653
CiSIN 0.673

attribute loss. It enhances accuracy by 0.9%p and additional training with the

Character Grounding graph further improves 1.1%p. Also, we report the score

of using only Video Re-Id Graph and bipartite Grounding Graph, which is

73.7%. As expected, jointly training of the whole model increases the accuracy

to 76.7%.

LSMDC 2019. Table 6.3 shows the results of the Fill-in the Characters task

in LSMDC 2019 challenge. The baseline and human performance are referred

to LSMDC 2019 official website3. Our model trained with both textual and

visual context achieves 0.673, which is the best score for the benchmark. For the

variant of CiSIN (Separate training), each component is separately trained with

its own loss function. This model without joint training shows the performance

drop by 2%p. Obviously, our model that lacks the text Re-Id graph significantly

underperforms, meaning the association with text is critical for the task.

6.4.3 Qualitative Results

Fill-in the Characters. Figure 6.4 illustrates the results of CiSIN model for

the Fill-in the Characters task with correct (left) and near-miss (right) exam-

ples. Figure 6.4(a) is a correct example where our model identifies characters

in conversation. Most frames expose only the upper body of characters, where

3https://sites.google.com/site/describingmovies/lsmdc-2019.
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[PERSON1] smiles 
at him.

[PERSON1] walks in 
with a sympathetic 
smile.

[PERSON2] waves. [PERSON1] perches 
beside him on the edge 
of the bed.

Her injured husband 
regards her gravely.

[PERSON1] [PERSON2] [PERSON1] [PERSON1]

(d)

[PERSON1] repeats 
the process over and 
over.

[PERSON2] kisses 
her sweetly.

[PERSON3]
Smiles.

[PERSON1] 
fingers the rosy 
spot.

Screwing up her doll-like 
features, [PERSON1] 
hits herself again.

[PERSON1] [PERSON1] [PERSON1][PERSON1] [PERSON1]

GTGT

[PERSON1] [PERSON2] [PERSON3] CiSIN Prediction : Ground Truth (GT) : [PERSON #] 

Prediction
(Correct/Wrong)

GT

(a)

(c)

On Saturday night, 
[PERSON1] hurries 
down …

The room is 
deserted. 

[PERSON1] starts to 
read. 
Turning the page, 

[PERSON1] finds 
SOMEONE's article. 

[PERSON1] crumples 
up the newspaper and 
throws it …

[PERSON1] [PERSON1] [PERSON1] [PERSON1]

(b)

A yellow butterfly
flutters above the
emerging snowdrops.

[PERSON1] hangs
back as [PERSON2] 
walks …

Falling snow
deadens her footsteps. 

Kneeling beside her
friend, [PERSON2] 
puts out a hand …

[PERSON3] looks at
her miserably. 

[PERSON1], 
[PERSON2]

[PERSON1] [PERSON3]Prediction
(Correct/Wrong)

GT

Prediction
(Correct/Wrong)

GT

Prediction
(Correct/Wrong)

GT

Figure 6.4: Qualitative results of our CiSIN model. (a)-(d) are the Fill-in the
Characters examples with median frames of the character grounding trajecto-
ries. Green examples indicate correct inferences by our model, while red ones
with underlines in (b) and (d) are incorrect. Note that the bounding boxes are
generated by our model.

clothing and facial features become decisive clues. Figure 6.4(b) shows a failure

case to distinguish two main characters [PERSON1,2] in black coats since the

characters are seen in a distant side view. Figure 6.4(c) is another successful

case; in the first and fourth video clips, the Video Re-Id Graph alone hardly

identifies the character because he is too small (in the 1st clip) or only small

parts (hands) appear (in the 4th clip). Nonetheless, our model can distinguish

character identity from the story descriptions in text. In Figure 6.4(d), although
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(a) (b)

[PERSON1] 

stops in the 

lobby. 

[PERSON1] 

closes his 

eyes.

[PERSON1] 

shuts his 

phone. 

[PERSON1] [PERSON1] [PERSON1] 

[PERSON2] [PERSON1] [PERSON2]

Ours CiSIN

Our w\o 

Text Re-Id

Now on a hotel 

room, [...] 

watches TV 

while shaving. 

[...] shows him 

the photo again, 

[...] cringes. 

[...] climbs out.  

Top 6 Visual Tracks
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u
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P
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d
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Figure 6.5: Qualitative results of character grounding by the CiSIN model. (a)
Examples of character grounding where [...] denotes a [SOMEONE] token. (b)
Examples of Fill-in the Characters with and without the Text Re-Id Graph.

the model can visually identify the same characters in neighboring video clips,

the character grounding module repeatedly pays false attention to the other

character. In such cases, our model often selects the candidate that stands out

the most.

Character Grounding. Figure 6.5 shows character grounding results with

top six visual tracks. Figure 6.5(a) depicts three character grounding examples

where our model uses action (e.g . shaving, showing a photo, climbing) and

facial (e.g . shaving cream, cringe) information to pick the right character. Fig-

ure 6.5(b) shows the effect of the Text Re-Id Graph. In the first clip, two people

are standing still in front of the lobby, and our grounding module would select

[PERSON2] as an incorrect prediction without the Text Re-Id Graph. However,

it can later capture the coherence of the text that the mentioned person is the

same.

6.5 Conclusion

We proposed the Character-in-Story Identification Network (CiSIN) model for

character grounding and re-identification in a sequence of videos and descriptive

sentences. The two key representations of the model, Visual Track Embedding

and Textualized Character Embedding, are easily adaptable in many video
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retrieval tasks, including person retrieval with free-formed language queries.

We show that our method successfully exploited the story context in language

description for re-identification in the movie. We demonstrated that our method

significantly improved the performance of video character grounding and re-

identification in multiple clips; our method achieved the best performance in a

challenge track of LSMDC 2019 and outperformed existing baselines for both

tasks on M-VAD Names dataset.
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Chapter 7

Transitional Adaptation of
Pretrained Models for Visual
Storytelling

7.1 Introduction

Most models for vision-to-language generation tasks consist of a visual encoder

to extract visual information from input images or videos, a language model

to generate text sentences, and a mechanism to weld the two modules into

one harmonized architecture. For example, recent models for visual caption-

ing [187, 188] adopt a pre-trained visual encoder and a pre-trained language

generator, and then optimize the target cross-modal generation objective with

the downstream datasets [10, 40, 29, 46]. In this process, however, no transi-

tional adaptation step has proposed to match the potentially substantial dif-

ferences between the information stored in the visual encoder and the language

generator, as they are separately trained from large sets of visual and text data

with no common ground (e.g . images from ImageNet and text from Wikipedia).

This work is motivated by that this direct transfer of pre-trained models to

a downstream task may suffer from the dissonance between visual specificity
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(a) Traditional image/video captioning

(b) Adaptive image/video captioning

Pretrained

generator

Pretrained

visual encoder

Generator

Generator

Encoder

Pretrained

generator

Pretrained

visual encoder

Generator

Encoder

FinetuningTransitional Adaptation

Finetuning
(Target task learning)

Encoder

Figure 7.1: Comparison between existing captioning models and our Transi-
tional Adaptation of Pretrained Model (TAPM). (a) Previous captioning mod-
els start from a pre-trained visual encoder and a language generator and then
directly finetune with the downstream datasets. (b) TAPM includes a simple
pretext task as an adaptation process that harmonizes the generator with the
visual encoder before optimizing the target objective.

and language fluency. For example, fine-tuning pretrained language models on

another target task may result in catastrophic forgetting of the language gen-

eration capability [189, 190]. Moreover, existing captioning models have been

often criticized for not sufficiently conditioning on the visual context and thus

lacking visual discriminability [191, 192].

Considering the potentially vast gap between the nature of the information

stored in the visual encoder and the language decoder, it would be difficult for

them to work in harmony at once for another challenging objective of vision-

to-language generation. In this light, we believe a simpler objective dedicated

to improving coordination between the two separately pre-trained models could

help the model get prepared for the target objective eventually better and faster.

Therefore, we present Transitional Adaptation of Pretrained Model (TAPM)

for visual storytelling as the first approach that proposes an explicit visual adap-

tation step to harmonize the visual encoder with the pretrained language models

as depicted in Fig. 7.1. Our adaptation step can be trained with only visual in-
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puts, such as images or videos with no text label. We outline the contributions

of this work as follows:

1. Our work is the first attempt to demonstrate the effectiveness of an auxil-

iary adaptation loss in welding a visual encoder with a pretrained language

model. By extensive experiments, we show that this additional adaptation

between pretraining and finetuning consistently improves the captioning

quality of various language models such as GPT-2 [193], XLM [194] and

QRNN [195].

2. We present the sequential coherence loss that can adapt the language

generator using only sequential video/image inputs with no text label.

We also introduce two recipes critical to TAPM’s success: (i) using the

language model outputs for adaptation training and (ii) using the split-

training process.

3. We evaluate TAPM in two storytelling tasks: sequential video captioning

in the LSMDC 2019 [4] and sequential image captioning in VIST [5].

TAPM achieves new state-of-the-art performance in both tasks in terms

of automatic language metrics and human evaluation.

7.2 Related Work

Visual Storytelling. Unlike direct and literal descriptions, visual storytelling

aims to generate a more figurative and consistent narrative for consecutive im-

ages or videos [5]. Some earlier works [196, 197] explore the summarization of

long videos into the storyline representation. Park et al . [56, 57] integrate an

entity-based local coherence model to generate a coherent flow of multiple sen-

tences for a photo album. Fan et al . [198] use a shorter prompt as the intermedi-

ate representation. Jain et al . [199] combine SMTs and RNNs to merge indepen-

dent descriptions into a coherent story. Huang et al . [200] propose a two-level

hierarchical RL-based decoder first to plan a semantic topic and then generate
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consistent sentences. Tang et al . [201] employ an attribute-based hierarchical

decoder to create paragraphs using policy gradient with word-level rewards and

adversarial training. Fan et al . [202] exploit a predicate-argument structure of

the text to build coherent stories. Gella et al . [60] introduce VideoStory dataset

for generating stories from social media videos.

Most previous works on visual storytelling require both visual encoder and

language generator. Our work is orthogonally applicable to these approaches to

better adapt the language decoder for visual context before training the mod-

els with the main vision-to-language objective, including RL and adversarial

learning.

Auxiliary Losses for Captioning. Autoregressive language models trained

with cross-entropy often suffer from the exposure bias [203]. To ameliorate this

bias, several works on captioning have leveraged reinforcement learning by us-

ing rewards as auxiliary loss signals. Zhang et al . [204] directly optimize lan-

guage quality metrics with an actor-critic framework. Liu et al . [205] optimize

a linear combination of language metrics using Monte Carlo rollouts. SCST

[206] improves the REINFORCE algorithm to correctly normalize external re-

wards using the output of the test-time inference algorithm. Ren et al . [207]

use the embedding similarity between generated sentences and image features

as the reward. These reinforcement learning approaches have been extended to

the video captioning problem [208, 47]. While reinforcement learning can help

training non-differentiable objectives, it is known to be unstable [209]. Other

types of auxiliary losses have also been adopted for captioning problems. Ma et

al . [210] employ the cyclic reconstruction to enforce localization of each word

in an image. Zhou et al . [211] add visual grounding supervision to enhance the

sentence generation quality. HINT [212] learns to match the attention map to

human attention for grounded image captioning.
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Figure 7.2: Illustration of the proposed TAPM framework. (a) TAPM harmonize
a pretrained visual encoder (section 7.3.1) with a pretrained language generator
(section 7.3.2) to improve a target captioning task. In the adaptation phase, the
model takes only videos (or images) as the input. Given a video, the language
generator builds the corresponding video embedding (v̂i) and text embedding
(ŝi) per each video. (b) We introduce sequential coherence loss to improve tem-
poral coherence in visual storytelling tasks. We first use the respective FC layers
(fp, f c and ff ) to project the text embedding (ŝi) into the past, current and
future visual space. We then encourage the respective past, current and fu-
ture text embedding to be closer to their corresponding visual representations
(Pull (Green arrows)) than the other visual representations (Push (Red
arrows)).

7.3 Approach

We demonstrate our TAPM approach in visual storytelling tasks, which are

a sequential extension of visual captioning. Its goal is to generate coherent C

sentences for C visual inputs of video clips or images. We henceforth explain

our model in the context of sequential video captioning because it subsumes

sequential image captioning.

Fig. 7.2 illustrates the overall architecture, which consists of the visual en-

coder (section 7.3.1) and the language generator (section 7.3.2). The visual

encoder and the language generator are trained with the adaptation loss before

finetuning with the downstream captioning tasks (section 7.3.3). We employ

the sequential coherence loss as the adaptation loss to encourage both distinc-

tiveness and coherence in sequential captions. These losses are applied to the

language model outputs in order to update the visual encoder in accordance
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with the language model (section 7.3.5). Finally, the encoder and the generator

are trained with the target objective of visual storytelling.

For overall training, we use a split-training approach (section 7.3.5) that

helps the decoder retain language generation capability. Since the adaptation

loss is not a generation loss, it may degrade the language understanding of the

pretrained language model. Hence, split-training fixes the language generator

weights during the adaptation phase.

7.3.1 The Visual Encoder

Given a video clip, we utilize pretrained feature extractors to extract vector

feature vij for each frame j. The set of pretrained feature extractors varies

depending on datasets and will be covered in section 7.4.1. We then reduce the

vectors to M segments by mean-pooling them over temporal dimension.

With the extracted features of a video clip Vi = {vi1, . . . ,viM} as inputs,

the visual encoder builds task-specific representations Vi = {vi1, . . . ,viM}. Our

visual encoder consists of two fully connected (FC) layers followed by Leaky

ReLU [213], three layers of residual blocks and a final self-attention layer [45].

A residual block consists of two FC layers and a ReLU activation [125]. After

processing the visual inputs, we mean-pool the previous and next frame rep-

resentation and concatenate them to the current representation to encode the

context information.

7.3.2 The Language Generator

For the language generator, one can use any language model. In our experi-

ments, it is implemented by (but not confined to) GPT-2 [193], GPT [214],

XLM [194], QRNN [195] and LSTM [44]. We use GPT-2-small [193] pretrained

on a corpus dataset of 8 million web pages as the default generator, due to its

best performance among others. We will report the results of other language

models in section 7.4.3.
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7.3.3 Adaptation training

In the adaptation phase, the language generator takes the task-specific repre-

sentation Vi from the visual encoder as inputs, and generates the contextual-

ized representation for visual Ṽi and text ŝi. Specifically, the input Xi to the

generator is

Xi = [Vi, [sep], [dummy]], (7.1)

where [sep] and [dummy] are respectively separation and dummy tokens. Re-

mind that Vi is a sequence of vectors with the number of frames M . Then, the

generator outputs

X̃i = [Ṽi, [sep], ŝi], (7.2)

where ŝi can be regarded as the text representation that the generator predicts

for a sequential video input Vi.

Finally, the visual representation v̂i is obtained by mean-pooling the se-

quence representation Ṽi to a single vector. Note that the adaptation step does

not use the caption label but inputs a dummy token into the generator to ob-

tain text information. Thus, we can train the language generator with video

only datasets. The loss for the adaptation training will be discussed in the next

section. As will be shown in Table 7.3, TAPM with the dummy token performs

comparably to that with the ground truth captions.

7.3.4 The Sequential Coherence Loss

Visual storytelling is the problem of generating expressive, aligned and coherent

captions from a sequence of semantically connected visual inputs (e.g . videos

or photo streams). Consecutive images or video clips tend to share common

backgrounds, characters, and objects.

This closeness makes those visual features similar and in turn the captions

generated from them are overlapped one another. To make consecutive captions
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not too overlapped but still coherent, we introduce the sequential coherence loss

to build text representation of each visual input.

The sequential coherence loss enforces the text representation of a clip to

well predict the visual representations within its closed neighborhood. For better

explanation, we divide the sequential coherence loss into three parts of the past,

current and future matching loss. First, the past matching loss projects the

text representation ŝi of video i by an FC layer fp and make it closer to the

visual representation v̂i−1 of the previous video i − 1 than the other videos,

as in Figure 7.2. Second, the future matching loss is almost identical to the

past matching loss except that it projects ŝi with a different FC layer ff and

matches with the next visual representation v̂i+1. Finally, the current matching

loss matches the current visual representation v̂i with ŝi through an FC layer f c.

That is, they are basically similar in that the text representation is projected

in the past, future, current visual space by an FC layer and then drives the

embeddings of correct matches closer (pull) and those of wrong matches farther

away from each other (push).

To implement this notion, we employ margin ranking losses between correct

matches and other wrong ones. The final loss is sum of the past, current and

future matching losses as follows:

Li =
∑
j 6=i−1

max(0, 1 + v̂j ∗ fp(ŝi)− v̂i−1 ∗ fp(ŝi)) (7.3)

+
∑
j 6=i

max(0, 1 + v̂j ∗ f c(ŝi)− v̂i ∗ f c(ŝi))

+
∑
j 6=i+1

max(0, 1 + v̂j ∗ ff (ŝi)− v̂i+1 ∗ ff (ŝi)),

where the operator ∗ denotes the cosine similarity, and j indicates the index

for wrong matches.
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7.3.5 Training with the adaptation Loss

Use of Language Model Outputs. As described in the previous sections,

our adaptation losses use the visual representation processed with the language

model rather than the visual encoder outputs. Using the language model out-

puts enables the adaptation losses to update the visual encoder in accordance

with the language model. On the other hand, using the encoder outputs would

update the visual encoder in isolation. In Table 7.3, we will show that adapta-

tion using the encoder outputs (TAPM+VisualA) does not improve upon the

baseline (TAPM-A), while adaptation on the language model outputs (TAPM)

does. Thus, this scheme is crucial to train the visual encoder in coordination

with the language model to benefit the target task.

Split-Training. We split the training process into two phases: the adap-

tation loss step and the caption generation loss step. First, the visual encoder

is updated for a given number of epochs by the adaptation loss while the text

encoder and the language generator are fixed. Then, we jointly update all the

components with the generation loss. By splitting the training process, we give

the model a chance to optimize for the simpler adaptation task long enough be-

fore being presented with the harder generation objective. Fixing the language

generator during the adaptation loss step prevents catastrophic forgetting of the

language generation capability. Our ablation study in section 7.4.3 confirms that

the split training leads to significant performance gains.

7.3.6 Fine-tuning and Inference

Target-Task Training. After adaptation training, we can fine-tune the lan-

guage generator to the downstream captioning task with ground-truth data,

where we input C pairs of video clips (or images) and text descriptions one by

one: {V1,S1, . . . ,VC ,SC}. We use the teacher forcing as the training scheme
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with the cross-entropy loss:

LGi = −
L∑
l=1

V∑
v=1

yvil log pvil, (7.4)

where v ∈ {1, . . . , V } is the vocabulary index, pil is the prediction probability

for the l-th token in Si, and yil is the ground truth label. Finally, the language

model head generates a caption output, consisting of a single FC layer that maps

each vector of the language model outputs S̃i to a softmax layer to obtain the

word probability pi of each token over vocabulary.

Cross-Modal Generation. At inference, our goal is to generate a coherent

sequence of C sentences for a visual test sample {V1, . . . ,VC}. We first use the

visual encoder to build the visual embedding Vi for i = 1, . . . , C. We then gen-

erate each sentence auto-regressively using the fine-tuned language generator. In

the decoding step l for Vi (i.e. the i-th output sentence is generated up to l−1

words), the input to the language generator is [Vi, [sep], [dummy], si1, . . . , sil−1].

We can obtain the word probability pil with the output of the language genera-

tor s̃il−1, and finally select the next word sil = arg maxv pil. We iterate this until

the end-of-sentence token [eos] appears or the maximum length of an output

sentence is reached.

7.4 Experiments

We evaluate the TAPM approach in two visual storytelling tasks: sequential

video captioning in LSMDC 2019 [4] and image captioning in VIST [5]. For

both tasks, we achieve new state-of-the-art performance in both automatic eval-

uation (section 7.4.2) and human evaluation (section 7.4.4). We also perform

various empirical analyses of our TAPM across various language models (sec-

tion 7.4.3). Furthermore, in Appendix, we demonstrate that TAPM can benefit

from additional visual-only dataset and be extended to other visual-linguistic

tasks such as VQA and cross-modal retrieval.
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Table 7.1: Quantitative results on the LSMDC 2019 [4] public and blind test
set. XE and AREL do not report the blind test score because they are not
challenge participants. C stands for CIDEr and M for METEOR. All tests are
done on the set level.

Public Test Blind Test
Models C M C M
Official Baseline [55] 7.0 12.0 6.9 11.9
XE [215] 7.2 11.5 - -
AREL [215] 7.3 11.4 - -
TAPM (ours) 10.0 12.3 8.8 12.4

Table 7.2: Quantitative results on the VIST [5] test set. R stands for ROUGE-L.

Models C M R
Huang et al . [5] - 31.4 -
h-attn-rank[216] 7.5 34.1 29.5
GLACNet[217] - 30.1 -
CST
[218]

5.1 34.4 29.2

BLEU-RL[215] 8.9 34.6 29.0
CIDEr-RL[215] 8.1 34.9 29.7
GAN[215] 9.1 35.0 29.5
AREL[215] 9.4 35.0 29.5
StoryAnchor[219] 9.9 35.5 30.0
HSRL[200] 10.7 35.2 30.8
INet[220] 10.0 35.6 29.7
TAPM (ours) 13.8 37.2 33.1

7.4.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. The Multi-Sentence Description of LSMDC 2019 [4] is a task of

generating consecutive captions for multiple short movie clips. For a given set of

five clips, the model generates five sentences maintaining logical and contextual

consistency. The dataset contains 128,085 clips from 200 movies and has four

splits; 20,283 training, 1,486 validation, 2,018 public test and 1,923 blind test

samples. Following the challenge protocol, we combine the train and validation

split as training data. The official performance is evaluated on the blind test

split hidden from participants, while ablation studies are conducted on the

public test split.
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Table 7.3: Ablation results of our TAPM model on the LSMDC 2019 public
test set and the VIST test set. The evaluations for LSMDC are done on the
sentence level.

LSMDC VIST
Models C M R C M R
Baseline[55] 11.90 8.25 - - - -
Baseline+GPT-2[193] 8.65 7.75 19.90 - - -
TAPM (ours) 15.37 8.41 20.21 8.3 34.1 30.2
-A 14.54 8.27 19.89 4.8 33.6 29.9
+Cap 15.29 8.47 20.19 6.7 33.8 29.8
+VisualA 14.59 8.37 20.00 4.9 33.0 29.9
-Split 14.28 8.34 19.71 4.5 32.8 29.8
-A+Split 14.01 8.28 19.60 6.5 33.8 30.0

Table 7.4: Comparison between language models on LSMDC 2019 public test
set. C, M and R denotes CIDEr, METEOR and ROUGE-L, respectively. All
evaluations are on the sentence level.

NoAdaptation JointAdaptation Adaptation
Models C M R C M R C M R
Baseline [55] 11.90 8.25 - - - - - - -
LSTM-Scratch 5.13 6.77 19.34 3.67 5.95 18.51 7.90 7.70 19.45
QRNN-Scratch 1.48 5.65 16.29 3.01 5.73 17.13 7.05 7.25 18.58
GPT2-Scratch 4.17 5.94 16.97 4.01 6.03 17.18 12.68 8.27 20.08
LSTM-WT2 3.00 5.73 17.13 1.41 4.60 12.83 7.36 8.47 20.40
XLM [194] 10.05 7.09 19.01 7.50 6.95 17.66 13.11 8.00 20.01
GPT [214] 14.01 7.96 19.84 11.81 7.86 19.23 14.76 8.33 20.07
GPT-2 14.54 8.27 19.89 14.28 8.34 19.71 15.37 8.41 20.21

VIST [5] is a visual storytelling dataset, including 10,117 Flickr albums with

210,819 unique photos. Each story of VIST contains five sequential images with

the corresponding captions. We use the SIS (Stories of Images in Sequence)

tier that has more storytelling elements. Ignoring broken images, we use 40,071

training, 4,988 validation, and 5,050 testing story samples. In all experiments,

we use the training/test split of [5, 216, 215]. As in [215], we evaluate at the

album level by allowing only one story candidate per album regardless of photo

sequences.

Data Preprocessing. For LSMDC 2019, we use the ResNet [221] pre-
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Table 7.5: Results with additional visual-only ActivityNet data provided in the
adaptation phase. TAPM-pseudolabel performs data augmentation with gen-
eration result as pseudo labels, instead of the adaptation process. The perfor-
mance rises with the number of additional videos. C, M and R denotes CIDEr,
METEOR and ROUGE-L, respectively.

Models Videos C M R
TAPM-pseudolabel 108,487 14.17 8.19 19.87
TAPM-NoAdaptation 108,487 14.54 8.27 19.89
TAPM (ours) 108,487 15.37 8.41 20.21
TAPM-pseudolabel + Additional ActivityNet 480,860 14.48 8.34 20.15
TAPM + Additional ActivityNet 480,860 16.48 8.67 20.35

Table 7.6: (a) Official human evaluation results on the LSMDC 2019 blind test
set. Lower is better. (b) Human evaluation results on VIST. Higher is better.

(a) Models Scores
Human 1.085
Baseline [55] 4.015
TAPM (ours) 3.670

(b) TAPM vs XE TAPM vs AREL
Choice (%) TAPM XE Tie TAPM AREL Tie
Relevance 59.9 34.1 6.0 61.3 32.8 5.9
Expressiveness 57.3 32.3 10.4 57.3 34.0 8.7
Concreteness 59.1 30.3 10.7 59.6 30.4 10.0

trained on ImageNet [118] to extract frame features as in [206, 222]. For the

challenge submission and human evaluation, we add the I3D feature [180] pre-

trained on Kinetics [223] as done in the official baseline [55]. For VIST, we use

the same ResNet extractor and additional features of object bounding boxes

from Faster R-CNN [224] pretrained on Visual Genome [225]. We tokenize and

numericalize the text using Byte Pair Encoding [226] for pretrained language

models, while using the whitespace tokenizer for the no pre-trained models. In

VIST, we use the default tokenizer to re-tokenize our generated samples for

evaluation. More details of data preprocessing can be found in Appendix.

Baselines. For LSMDC 2019, we compare our approach with the official

baseline [4, 55]. We also adapt XE and AREL models [215] to LSMDC us-

ing the official codes. For VIST, we compare TAPM with eight state-of-the-

art methods: GLACNet [217], h-attn-rank [216], Contextualize, Show and Tell

(CST) [218], BLEU-RL [215], CIDEr-RL [215], GAN [215], AREL [215], Sto-

ryAnchor [219], HSRL [200], and INet [220]. The scores for BLEU-RL, CIDEr-
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RL, and AREL are referred from [215], while the results of GLACNet, CST,

StoryAncher, HSRL, and INet are referred from the respective papers. We use

XE and AREL as baselines for human evaluation on the VIST dataset. XE

shares the architecture of AREL except for the lack of adversarial rewards. We

use the publicly available codes for both models.

7.4.2 Quantitative Results

We use OpenAI GPT-2 [193] as our default language generator due to its best

performance among other language models. We use beam search with a size of

3 for the results in this section and section 7.4.4 and use greedy search for the

results in section 7.4.3 for faster computation.

Table 7.1 outlines the results of sequential video captioning on the LSMDC

2019 blind test set. Our TAPM method outperforms the strong adversarial

inference official baseline [55] as well as the XE and AREL model in all met-

rics. Notably, our method shows significant gaps in the CIDEr metric, which is

designed to score human-likeness [227].

Table 7.2 compares the results of sequential image captioning on the VIST

test set. We report the scores computed using only one story per album fol-

lowing previous works. Even without explicitly optimizing the language met-

rics, our method is competent in the automatic evaluation. In CIDEr, our ap-

proach exhibits significant performance gains over the best-performing model

AREL [215]. Our model also achieves the highest ROUGE accuracy and on-par

METEOR performance with the baselines.

7.4.3 Further Analyses

We perform various empirical analyses of our TAPM model, including (i) ab-

lation study to inspect the contributions of key ingredients and use of (ii) six

other language models beyond GPT-2.

Ablation Study. We conduct ablation study for the TAPM model in both

LSMDC 2019 and VIST dataset. We test six variants: (i) (-A) removes the
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[female] is scared, she's 

getting married. 

this is her first wedding 

photo. 

and here she is with 

everyone in the wedding. 

this is [male], her husband 

with location, the best man.

here's [male] and his family.
GT

XE
the bride was so happy to 

be married. 

it was a beautiful day for 

the wedding.

the bride and groom were 

very happy to be married. 

the bride and groom were 

very happy to be married. 
the bride and groom pose 

for a picture.

AREL
it was a beautiful day for 

the wedding.

i had a great time there. the bride and groom were 

so happy to be married.

then the bride and groom 

walked down the aisle.

the bride and groom pose 

for a picture.

TAPM

(Ours)

it was a beautiful day for 

the wedding.

they went down the stairs

to get to the reception.

the bride and groom posed 

for pictures.

after the ceremony, the 

groom and the groom's 

father pose for a picture.

all of the guests were 

happy to be at the wedding.

Figure 7.3: Qualitative comparison of sequential image captioning between our
method and selected baselines on the VIST dataset. Blue and red fonts indi-
cate correct and erroneous descriptions, respectively. Green shows the coherence
between sentences. In the second sentence generated by TAPM, the model pro-
vides a reason why the couple is going down the stairs.

adaptation loss training, (ii) (+Cap) uses the ground truth captions instead

of the dummy token, (iii) (+VisualA) applies the adaptation loss to the visual

encoder output instead of the language generator output, (iv) (-Split) uses naive

joint training of the adaptation and generation loss, (v) (-A+Split) is (-A) that

uses split-training between the visual encoder and the generator,

Table 7.3 compares the results of the ablation variants. The performance

of TAPM is comparable to that of TAPM+Cap, suggesting that adaptation

with videos only is as successful as the supervision with the caption labels.

Since TAPM does not require expensive language labels, TAPM can improve

the model using additional captionless data. We defer the experiment results in

Appendix.

The slight performance drop from TAPM to TAPM-Split shows that naive

joint training can be even worse than training without the adaptation loss. Sig-

nificant degradation from TAPM-A to TAPM-A+Split proves the split training

without the adaptation loss performs the worst. The results of TAPM+VisualA

show that applying adaptation loss to visual encoder outputs does not improve

the caption quality. Hence, using language model outputs for adaptation is

crucial. Our model, TAPM performs the best when used as proposed.
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Additionally, we replace the backbone of the baseline model [55] from fixed

GloVe embedding [145] to GPT-2 [193] and test it in LSMDC 2019. As shown in

the table’s first two rows, the modified model performs even worse than the orig-

inal baseline. This performance drop further verifies our claim that employing

a stronger language model does not automatically lead to a better storytelling

capability. A stronger textual prior may weaken the visual conditioning when

the visually conditioned target data size is insufficient. Without a proper adap-

tation step, the model would generate less visually relevant captions when using

strong language model such as GPT-2. Hence, the performance improvement

of TAPM is attributable to the adaptation step rather than the strength of the

language model.

Other Language Models. We test the generalization capability of TAPM

using three pretrained language models including LSTM-WT2 [44], XLM [194]

and GPT [214] and three no pre-trained models including LSTM-Scratch, QRNN-

Scratch [195] and GPT-2-Scratch. We defer the details of these language models

in the appendix. Table 7.4 compares the result of different language models.

For all models, split-training with the adaptation loss contributes to consistent

improvement in the language metrics, while naive joint training results in per-

formance drops in terms of CIDEr and METEOR. These results prove that

our TAPM method can improve the visual storytelling performance of a wide

range of language models. Furthermore, both the adaptation loss and the split

training are necessary to achieve the enhancement.

Additional Visual-only Data. By not relying on ground-truth captions

during the adaptation phase, we can exploit additional visual-only data. In Ta-

ble 7.5, we perform experiments using additional video-only dataset to further

improve TAPM in LSMDC. we also compare the TAPM-pseudolabel model as

a baseline to check the efficiency of our adaptation method. The generation

performance increases along with the number of videos used, indicating that

TAPM can use visual-only data to improve cross-modal generation capability.
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7.4.4 Human Evaluation Results

We opt for human evaluation to robustly evaluate the captioning quality of our

approach. As pointed out in [215], the automatic metrics often fail to capture

expressiveness and coherence within a story. Please refer to [215] for details on

the limitations of the language metrics for story evaluation.

Table 7.6 (a) shows human evaluation results conducted by the LSMDC

2019 challenge organizers. For 150 random sets of clips, human annotators rate

generated multi-sentence descriptions from 5 (worst) to 1 (best) based on how

helpful they are for a blind person to understand what is happening in the

movie. To account for variability in human decisions, they aggregate three hu-

man judgments per caption and report the median score. We observe that

TAPM is superior to the strong adversarial baseline [55].

For VIST, we follow previous research [215] to perform the pairwise compar-

ison test, which compares between a pair of generated samples by two methods.

For three aspects of relevance, expressiveness and concreteness, human annota-

tors are asked to choose a better story between the two models’ outputs. The

judges can conclude that the two samples are equally good. We randomly select

150 photo sequences and collect the medians of scores from five workers per test

sample. For baselines of XE and AREL, we reproduce the results using the code

and parameters provided by the original authors.

Table 7.6 (b) shows that our TAPM outperforms the baselines in all three

aspects by large margins. The performance gain of our model is the most sig-

nificant in terms of relevance. The gain suggests that the captions generated

by TAPM reflect the pictorial narrative better than the baselines since the rel-

evance measures how accurately the story describes what is happening in the

image sequence.
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7.4.5 Qualitative Results

Fig. 7.3 presents a VIST example to compare the captions of TAPM against

the baselines. Our generated output can avoid using some wrong words like

bride, unlike the baselines. Furthermore, TAPM notably captures the causal

relationship between the images well. In the second picture, it states the purpose

of the action of going down the stairs is to get to the reception, and it deduces

that the ceremony is over with the third picture. The readers can find more

examples in the appendix.

7.5 Conclusion

We proposed the Transitional Adaptation of Pretrained Model (TAPM) method

for harmonizing pretrained language model with the visual encoder for vision-

to-language generation tasks. Extensive experiments showed that the adapta-

tion phase using the adaptation loss consistently improves the caption quality

across several language models and loss types. Our model achieved competitive

performance in both automatic metrics and human evaluation for two visual

storytelling tasks: multi-sentence description of LSMDC 2019 and the image

storytelling of VIST. There are several directions beyond this work. First, we

can explore other adaptation loss types to improve the visual understanding

capability of the pretrained language models that have proven their strengths

in many language tasks. Second, one can apply our method to other cross-

modal generation tasks utilizing the pretrained language models beyond visual

storytelling.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary

In this thesis, we have studied several video-language applications and related

issues. Significant progress has been achieved in video understanding and com-

putational linguistics in recent years. However, comparatively little work has

been done to combine multiple modalities in video data, audio-visual modali-

ties, and language modality.

In particular, we proposed methodologies that push the frontier of video

understanding by expanding the label space from a discrete set of human-

annotated labels to the space of free-formed natural language sentences. Our

proposed models make it possible to learn unlimited data on the Internet by

using natural language sentences as labels that can be easily obtained instead

of categorical labels that require human labor.

We believe that our work is a stepping stone towards general intelligence

that can perceive the real world as seeing and hearing, and interacting with a

human in natural language.

We focus on the three directions of contributions, (1) video-language knowl-
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edge transfer for enhancing multimodal representation. (2) New benchmarks to

facilitate research toward video-language tasks. (3) Participate in international

challenge competitions and report on the results of reliable public evaluation.

We summarize the main contributions of this thesis with respect to the three

directions in the following.

In Chapter 3 We address the new task, human attention transfer for bet-

ter video captioning. To supervise the video attention module, we newly col-

lected Visual Attentive Script (VAS) dataset and proposed the Gaze Encod-

ing Attention Network (GEAN) that leverages human gaze data to supervise

attention-based video captioning. With experiments and user studies on our

newly collected dataset VAS, caption-only LSMDC, and gaze-only Hollywood-

2 EM datasets, we showed that attention-based captioning models benefit from

gaze information to attain better captioning quality.

In Chapter 4, We proposed an end-to-end trainable concept detector for

multiple-video-to-language models. Based on captured concept words as se-

matic prior, our semantic attention mechanism effectively exploits the discov-

ered concept words. We transfer the concept word detector into multiple video-

to-language models to participate in four tasks of LSMDC 2016. We demon-

strated that our method indeed improved the performance of video captioning,

retrieval, and question answering, and finally won three tasks in LSMDC 2016,

including fill-in-the-blank, multiple-choice test, and movie retrieval.

In Chapter 5, We proposed the Joint Sequence Fusion (JSFusion) model

for learning hierarchical relations between two multimodal sequence data to

measure their semantic similarity. We also show that our method successfully

exploits hidden joint structure between video data and natural language an-

notation. We demonstrated that our method significantly improved the per-

formance of video understanding through natural language descriptions. Our

method achieved the best performance in three challenges tracks of LSMDC

2017, and outperformed many state-of-the-art models for VQA and retrieval
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tasks on the MSR-VTT dataset, which is newly collected by us.

In Chapter 6, We proposed the Character-in-Story Identification Network

(CiSIN) model for character grounding and re-identification in a sequence of

videos and descriptive sentences. Our method successfully exploited the story

context in language description for re-identification in the movie. We demon-

strated that our method achieved the best performance in a challenge track of

LSMDC 2019 and outperformed existing baselines for both tasks on M-VAD

Names dataset.

In Chapter 7, We addressed a new method for enhancing coherence among

sequential captions in the visual storytelling tasks. We proposed the Transi-

tional Adaptation method for harmonizing pretrained language model with the

visual encoder. Our proposed transition adaptation process could help the pow-

erful pretrained language models not only better understand visual content but

also generate more specific and coherent captions. Our model demonstrated its

effectiveness not only in terms of automatic language metrics but also in human

evaluation for two visual storytelling tasks: the multi-sentence video description

task of LSMDC 2019 and the image storytelling task of VIST.

For each chapter in this thesis, we proposed deep learning models, where

each model defines a single function. The parameters of each function are

trained by optimizing the multiple objectives in an end-to-end manner on raw

data. These models can also be useful in various fields dealing with sequence

data. We hope that our models can be reused in various domains and help

inspire future work. We believe that our contributions will lead to advances

in many practical applications, including video social marketing, video search,

face detection and re-identification, robotics, and perception for autonomous

vehicles.
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8.2 Future Works

As future works, we may consider improving our proposed methods in this

thesis in the following ways:

• Chapter 3 - Chapter 5. Moving forward, we plan to expand the ap-

plicability of the proposed video attention models; (i) Since it is possible

to learn video attention supervising human gaze, more effective attention

supervision can be learned for other types of videos with a broader field of

view. (i.e. panoramic video, fisheye camera). (ii) We can transfer the end-

to-end trainable attention module to other domains of downstream tasks

such as action recognition or object localization. (iii) Since our methods

are applicable to any multimodal context, we can explore other retrieval

tasks of different modalities, such as videos-to-voices or text-to-human

motions.

• Chapter 6. There may be some interesting future works to expand the

applicability of the CiSIN model. First, we can extend human retrieval and

re-identification tasks to other domains of videos. The CiSIN model can

be applied to detect various events in multi-view systems such as closed-

circuit television (CCTV), or to identify human in multimedia such as

newspapers and news broadcasts. Second, as this work only improved the

re-identification of those mentioned in descriptions, we can integrate with

a language generation or summarization module to better understand a

specific target person’s details in the storyline. We expect the proposed

model to be an essential basis for a story-based summary module for

videos as future work.

• Chapter 7. There are several directions beyond this work. First, we can

explore other types of self-supervised adaptation losses to improve cross-

modal tasks. Although we focused only on the sequential order of the
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videos in this chapter, we plan to experiment with various self-supervised

learning objectives such as noise contrastive estimation and contrastive

learning objective as the next step. Second, our method can be applied to

other story-based tasks other than visual captioning, such as text-based

story understanding or story-based summarization of text or videos. Since

our method harmonizes the visual encoder and the language model well,

we plan to experiment to see if the summarization task, known to perform

relatively well in the language model, can also perform well in the video

domain.

In this thesis, we propose novel frameworks that ground narrative descrip-

tions to video data. The proposed methods outperform previous state-of-the-art

methods in large-scale video description benchmarks [112]. However, they tend

to miss the various perspectives of the scene and barely scratch the most salient

content in the depicted situation. The biggest drawback of our proposed models

is just repeating output that frequently appears in the dataset rather than gen-

erating various outputs. In this light, our generation models, including GEAN,

CTSAN, and TAPM, are memorizers with some limited generalization, without

understanding how the world works: physical dynamics, inter-personal interac-

tion, social knowledge, and commonsense. We have observed that our TAPM

model generates gender-biased descriptions. Visual storytelling machines are

inevitably very vulnerable to bias in the target dataset and catastrophic forget-

ting problem.

How can we create artificial intelligence that can leverage the proper knowl-

edge from video and language data? In the following, we will discuss several

ideas for future directions to achieve this goal.

First, it is vital to make our models understand commonsense in the video

beyond the visual descriptions. Since the models introduced in this thesis only

describe visual evidence, they do not generalize the social interaction in the

event, which is critical for guiding the blind. Then how can we make our model
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aware of social interaction? An alternative but also complementary approach

is visual commonsense reasoning. Visual commonsense reasoning [228, 229] is

a relatively new method to teach machines social commonsense by generating

natural language answer from an image. This line of work is to teach common

knowledge to machines in a formal language, which turned out to be very chal-

lenging. As part of future work, we plan to extend our models to predict social

commonsense in the video. Since the audio has not been considered in previous

works, it is also a promising direction to create a method that allows audiovi-

sual signals to reason about commonsense in the video. For example, the model

can understand traffic light alarm to guide the hearing impaired.

Second, it is critical to prevent catastrophic forgetting [230] in the language

generator of our models. There are billions of word information pretrained in

the language model, but most of the information is lost after finetuning. As we

did in Chapter 7, fixing the language generator’s parameters is a good strategy

for adapting the visual encoder to the language generator. However, there must

be a better way to extend the language generator to process audiovisual inputs

without catastrophic forgetting [230] from language data. Hopefully, continu-

ous learning strategies [231, 232, 233, 234] will ensure that the model avoids

unnecessary parameter updates in the language generator. We can start from

there.

Last, we should aim for a model that can digest all data types from the

Internet in an integrated way. Generative Pretrained Transformer 3 (GPT-

3) [235], trained with 500 billion words on the Internet, shows human-level

performance on multiple language task even without finetuning. It empirically

proves that large-scale data are essential for generalization. Obviously, language-

only data have limitations in scaling up to over 500 billion. On the other hand,

we still have billion-scale video data, which occupy most of the Internet. In this

sense, we firmly believe that additional billion-scale web video data is the next

frontier for creating general intelligence that surpasses human-level perception.
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For this goal, we plan to transplant the audiovisual perception module to the

most significant language module, GPT-3 as the next step over Chapter 6, 7.

Hopefully, with cross-modal generation over billions of video data, the model

can extensively discover the inner bridge between audiovisual and language

representations to generate human-like video storytelling.
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요약

시각-언어 학습은 이미지/비디오 캡션(Image/Video captioning), 시각 질의응

답(Visual Question and Answering), 비디오 검색(Video Retrieval), 장면 이해

(scene understanding), 이벤트 인식(event detection) 등 고차원의 컴퓨터 비전

태스크(task)뿐만아니라주변환경에대한질의응답및대화생성(Dialogue Gen-

eration)으로인터넷검색뿐만아니라최근활발한소셜마케팅(Social Marketing)

자율 주행(Automated Driving), 로보틱스(Robotics)을 보조하는 등 여러 미래 산

업에적용될수있어활발히연구되고있는중요한분야이다.컴퓨터비젼과자연어

처리는 이러한 중요성을 바탕으로 각자 고유한 영역에서 발전을 거듭해 왔으나,

최근 딥러닝의 등장과 함께 눈부시게 발전하면서 서로를 보완하며 학습 결과를

향상시키는 등 큰 시너지 효과를 발휘하게 되었다.

하지만 이런 발전에도 불구하고, 비디오-언어간 학습은 문제의 복잡도가 한층

높아 어려움을 겪게 되는 경우가 많다. 본 논문에서는 비디오와 이에 대응하는

설명, 대화, 질의 응답 등 더 나아가 자유 형태의 언어 (Free-formed language)간

의 관계를 더욱 효율적으로 학습하고, 목표 임무에 잘 대응할 수 있도록 개선하는

것을 목표로 한다.

먼저, 시각적 복잡도가 이미지보다 높은 비디오와 긴 문장 사이의 관계를 효

율적으로 학습하기 위한 여러 방법들을 소개한다. 인간의 주의 인식(Attention)

모델을 비디오-언어 모델에 지도 학습 하는 방법을 소개하고, 이어서 비디오에서

우선검출된대표시각단어를매개로하여주의인식(Attention)알고리즘의복잡

도를 더욱 줄이는 의미 중심 주의 인식 (Semantic Attention) 방법, 어텐션 모델의

다대다 매칭을 기반으로 효율적인 비디오 검색 및 질의응답을 가능케 하는 비디

오-언어간 융합 (Joint Sequence Fusion) 방법 등 비디오 주의 인식을 효율적으로

학습시킬 수 있는 방법들을 제시한다.

다음으로는,주의인식(Attention)모델이물체-단어간관계를넘어비디오상

에서인물검색 (Person Searching)그리고인물재식별 (Person Re-Identification)
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을 동시에 수행하며 상승작용을 일으키는 스토리 속 캐릭터 인식 신경망 (Char-

acter in Story Identification Network) 을 소개하며, 마지막으로 자기 지도 학습

(Self-supervised Learning)을 통해 주의 인식(Attention) 기반 언어 모델이 긴 비

디오에 대한 설명을 연관성 있게 잘 생성할 수 있도록 유도하는 방법을 소개한다.

요약하자면, 이 학위 논문에서 제안한 새로운 방법론들은 비디오-언어 학습

에 해당하는 비디오 캡션(Video captioning), 비디오 검색(Video Retrieval), 시각

질의응답(Video Question and Answering)등을 해결할 수 있는 기술적 디딤돌이

되며, 비디오 캡션 학습을 통해 학습된 주의 인식 모듈은 검색 및 질의응답, 인

물 검색 등 각 네트워크에 이식되면서 새로운 문제들에 대해 동시에 최고 수준

(State-of-the-art)의 성능을 달성하였다. 이를 통해 비디오-언어 학습으로 얻은 언

어 지식의 이전은 시각-청각을 아우르는 비디오 멀티모달 학습에 큰 도움이 되는

것을 실험적으로 보여준다. 향후 작업 방향 (Future Work)으로는 앞서 연구한

내용들을 기반으로 웹 속에 존재하는 대규모의 언어, 비디오, 오디오 데이터를 통

합해 학습에 활용하여 산업계의 많은 난제를 해결할 수 있는 비지도 학습 모델을

만들고자 한다.

주요어: 딥러닝, 컴퓨터 비젼, 자연어 처리, 멀티모달 학습, 비디오 이해, 비디오

질의 응답

학번: 2015-21250
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